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Eastern's softball team's season
started Feb. 13 and the baseball
team started yesterday. Check out
our special section highlighting
these two teams on page B4.

www.easternprogress.com
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BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

University
President
Joanne
Glasser said
Friday she is
here to stay.
In an email to the
campus community last
week Glasser University
announced President
she decided Joanne Glasser
to pull out of
the search for
the next president of Illinois
State University and "reaffirmed" her commitment to
Eastern.
Glasser's decision came a
day after ISU's search committee presented its results to the
Board of Trustees concerning
the three presidential finalists,
according to Jay Groves, director of media at ISU.
He said the search committee does not make a formal recommendation, but presents "the
results of the visits and all the
university input they received."
Later on Thursday the Board
convened for a closed meeting
in executive session. Groves
said.
On Friday both Glasser and
finalist Lois Muir, University of
Montana provost, withdrew
from the search — leaving only
ISU interim President Al
Bowman in the running for the
top job.
After two more meetings on
Friday, the Board met again
Monday
and
officially
announced Bowman as their
next president
Glasser said Tuesday the
timing of her decision was made
for no particular reason.
"It wasn't an ... epiphany that
I had," she said. "I felt that
Eastern is really where I wanted
and needed to be and made that
decision."
Glasser added nothing at ISU
turned her away, but instead it
was the pull at Eastern that
influenced her decision.
"After a lot of soul-searching,
it just seemed to me that my
place was at Eastern." she said.
An online poll conducted by
the ISU student newspaper
See GLASSER, A5
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do, a studio technician in the Campbell Building, works on, organizing the bowls for the Empty Bowls program that gives money to charity.

tstern community works to end hunger
are among prominent leaders
of the community who will
help serve soup at the event
Joe Molinaro, Eastern
ceramics professor, is responsible sac kinging the Empty
Bowls project to Richmond in
1997. He heanftbout the success that this event had in
Michigan in 1990 through
friends and other colleagues
and realized that this would be
a great way to show his students that art isn't just about
self expression, but can also be
used to benefit others.
"Its helped them realize that
y have the ability to help
ich out to others through
their art" Molinaro said.
Molinaro explained that
receiving ceramic bowls at the
event serves as a tangible
reminder of hungry people
around the world.
He presented the idea of
starting the project to St Mark
Parish, and they agreed to help
out Eastern art students also
helped support the project.
Since then the Empty
Bowls project has grown. The
first year only 300 bowls were
sold. Last year over 740 bowls
were sold. Molinaro said they
make as many as 800 bowb.
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"I stop counting after 600,"
Molinaro said.
Extra bowls are also donated by local professional potters.
He said the increasing par
ticipsfon from the community
helps a lot This year over 50
churches and businesses are
involved in the campaign.
Even middle school students from St. V-* School
have raised over $500 to handle event expenses. They also
helped hang up flyers and
donate cans of food. The students will help cook the soup,
set up and clean up. They
have adopted this project as
part of their Make a
Difference Day.
"We like helping others,"
Stephanie Wells, an eighthgrader at St. Mark School
said.
Her mother, Lea
Wells, is a Spanish
teacher in the same
school. She has been
a part of the Empty
Bowls steering
committee since
its conception in
Richmond.
"Each year
she has seen the

community
involvement
increase," Lea said.
Eastern students and organizations apart from the art
department have also worked
with the program. Eastern's
CM Omega sorority has taken
on Empty Bowls as their service project and has been
intensely involved in the progression of the event
"Last year we helped out on
the day of the event but this
year we are in it full force."
said Jessica Terrell, Chi
Omega community service
chair.
Debbie Bellairs, a public
relations and media
coordinator
for the

Reality TV show
visits Richmond
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

submitted

Robert Scannell lost his championship ring 12 years ago. It was recently found on Ebay.

Lost Eastern ring recovered
BY MELISSA ENOLE

Assistant news editor

The golden band encircled
his finger as he placed it on
his hand for the first time.
This moment would be eternally etched in his memory.
Little did he know it would
not be his forever. It would
take 12 years, endless
searching and a journey
through the eastern United
States before it would return
to him.
Robert "Bob" Scannell was
a rookie from Florida in the
early 1980s. He came to
Eastern fo play football for

the Colonels. Coach Roy
Kidd recruited Scannell as a
defensive back during the
time referred to as "the glory
days."
"I was a freshman, and not
many were on the travel
team." Scannell said.
Although he was not a
starter, he did get to play in
the national championship
game.
»
"It was a great era. As a
team going undefeated, it
was an unbelievable accomplishment." Scannell said. "I
went from 12-1 from Florida
to 13-0 the next year."
That perfect season for

the Colonels was in 1982.
Members of the team were
rewarded not only with a title
but also with a national championship ring.
He went on to play football
until 1985 and even played
baseball the last couple of
years at the university.
"I had my son during my
junior year," he said. "Having
a family was tough. I had no
more scholarship money, so I
went back home to take a
decent job. I went (back to
Eastern) in the summer of
1995 after getting a divorce
See RING, A2

V

Justin Mills has a crush on
his neighbor, but she isn't
just the girl-next-door. She is
Mills' former girlfriend.
Recently
Mills
and
Rebecca Reel reunited
through The Learning
Channel's "Second Chance,"
a show that gives former couples another shot at a relationship.
Mills first met his former
girlfriend in his hometown of
Barborville. At the time she
was dating one of his friends,
but eventually the two got
together.
Even after their breakup
Mills still had feelings for
Reel. While on the Internet
one day last September, he
sent his story to "Second
Chance" and got a call back
the next day.
"I was surprised," he said.
"But they said they (had
enough shows) for the year."
TLC told him to call back
this year, and though Mills
didn't plan on doing so. TLC
contacted him in January to
see if the situation was the
same. When they learned it
was, they set a date to shoot.

When TLC came to
Eastern to get footage for the
show, Jessica Poulter. a
broadcasting major, was able
to help the camera crew as a
production assistant while
they shot in Richmond.
"It was a lot less stressful
and exciting than I thought it
would be," she said. "I mean
it was exciting, but it wasn't
crazy like I thought it would
be."
Most of the show was shot
off-campus at Mills' and Reel's
houses, Gibson Bay. Live
Wire and other Richmond
locations, but TLC was on
campus in the Crabbe Library
Friday to get shots of Mills.
"They weren't allowed to
film in class." Mills said. "So
they just got some shots of
me studying in the library."
Poulter said she did anything the crew needed, which
sometimes meant getting
food, but also tape logging,
keeping tapes in order, keep
ing tape content transcribed
and helpipir ram
Tews sel
up lights and get location
releases for location filming.
She said she learned a lot
working on location, but a lot
See TLC, A5

Empty Bowk project said she is
proud the community wor!
weM together to make something
great happen that benefits so
many people.
Molinaro said a unique aspect
of the project is the way die community comes together to help
charitable causes.
"Every church in town has
taken part in this," Molinaro
said. "They make announce
ments about it to their congregations and many of their ministers
will come to serve soup."
Reach Arthur at
progrta&tku.edu
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RING: Former Eastern athlete finds lost football championship ring via Internet
From Page Al
in 1991."
It was during this time
he parted with what he
calls an "invaluable" piece
of jewelry.
"I was in Tennessee playing in a softball tournament, and one of two things
happened," he said, "I
either lost it at the hotel or
at the ball field. I can
remember the panic of
when it happened."
After filing a report with
the hotel in Nashville, he
thought he would never see
his ring again.
While he did have two
additional 0VC rings, those
paled in comparison to his
championship ring. His
prized possession was
gone.
Through the years he and
his new wife, Brooke, would
discuss from time to time
having a copy made, but it
never happened.
"After so long you think
it's gone. My wife thought
about having a copy made for
my birthday." he said. "It
was going to be my 40th
birthday present. She had
even called Balfour and got a
price."
While the Scannell's were
discussing a remake. Ray
Walker was a few states away
bidding furiously on eBay for
"a gorgeous ring" his link to
a championship.
"I was stunned something
so precious was being sold. I
saw the top bid ($390) had
not met the minimum
requirement, so I upped the
bidding to $400." Walker
said.
Walker is an Eastern graduate
who
lives
in
Washington. D.C.
He keeps in touch on a
regular basis with professors
and those with Eastern connections. It was former professor Glen Kleine who
tipped off Walker about the
ring.
"My son Keith sent me an
eBay Web site address where
an EKU championship ring
was being sold." Kleine said.
"I told my sons, all EKU

U
I was in Tennessee playing in a
softball tournament, and one of two
things happened. I either lost it at
the hotel or at the ball field. I can
remember the panic of when it
happened.
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Mark Morrow
purchased
Mi,- ring
limn eBa>

—Robert Scannell
Eastern alumnus

»
grads. about this. I also sent
an e-mail to Ray Walker since
he Is a Colonel fanatic and
thought he would be interested."
When no one jumped on
the opportunity to purchase
it. Walker asked his wife
Carolyn for permission to
bid.
"Don't even think about
it," Carolyn told Ray.
Too late. He had already
bid.
He continued checking
the site to update his bid
until finally he saw his eBay
name with the message:
"Congratulations eternalColonel." Walker won the
bid.
He purchased the ring
from a DJ in Pennsylvania.
Mark Morrow, a collector of
music and sports memorabilia, decided to sell the ring to
help save money for his
daughter's college fund.
"Besides literally running
out of room to store my stuff,
my wife and I have a new
baby in the house and a 16year-old who wants to go to
college in less than three
years, " Morrow said. "I
bought it off eBay about a
year ago."
Morrow said he kept it in
his jewelry box and had only
worn it a couple of times on
special occasions, receiving
many compliments for it.
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Robert Scannell
Now it would be Walker's
to wear proudly. It would join
the many other items decorating Walker's home and
office, but this decoration
could go everywhere with
him.
Walker alerted everyone
that he won the bid and the
ring was now his.
In his chatting he said the
only way he would ever part
with it would be if the original owner wanted it back —
and he would only ask for the
price he paid for it. He happened to mention that comment to Heather Slack-Ratiu,
director of regional gifts at
Eastern.
"Heather got in touch with
coach Kidd, who Heather
wrote back that yes, he
remembered (Scannell),"

in N.isln ill,-

Eun-toung \bu/Progress

Walker said. "And that was
that, I thought. I'd hear no
more about it, other than
grief from my wife for spending $400 on a ring."
Then, that's when it happened — Kidd contacted
Scannell.
"Coach was real excited to
put it together," Slack-Ratiu
said. "I was basically the one
who told coach and brought
him in on it."
Through conversations
with Kidd, Scannell learned

Walker's name, but that was
about all.
"I had to do the research.
All I knew was he was the
guy on the cover of the
alumni magazine. It was
strange because I was reading it about a week or two
earlier," Scannell said. "I
found Ray Walker through
his employer online. He said
something that meant a lot
to me —that I'd be the only
one to get it."
Scannell said he would be

forever indebted to Walker.
"Being a non-grad and
non-EKU. Morrow had no
motivation to (find the original owner), but Ray did,"
Scannell said. "He could've
spent a few hundred more
and I'd spent it. It's priceless
to me. I'll probably end up
sleeping with it for the next
year."
Reach Melissa at
melissa_engle@eku. edu
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Want a review in The Progress?
Call Katie at 622-1572.
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Up for ii Better Spring Break

Expires 3/4/04

NOW HIRING!
Domino's
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Aventis Bio-Services can help you gel where you want
to go for Spring Break 2004.
When you donate plasma at Aventis Bio-Services, you
earn extra income. We pay you generous
rewards each
—
time you donate — up to % 40
«> •* won't be long
before you'll have enough for a memorable
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Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122

Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

Save

Spring Break Getaway.

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

And of course there's also the great feeling you get
knowing your plasma donation is used to develop
products that save and improve lives.
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1840 Oxford Circle
Lexington, KY, 40504

Call: 859-254-8047

$5 Bonus on Your first donation with EKU ID.
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New Nail Salon
in Richmond

106 %. 3rtSt.
626-3080
Call for your appointment!
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Get 15% OFF Printing - film or digital - and
any photo needs.
Picture Perfect Photo - 1010 Brandy Lane • North Richmond
(859) 625-0077
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Graduate dean candidate visits
Roy Moore says he doesn't want
students to think he's 'pointy-headed'
BY LINDA POLLOCK

News writer

The race is on for the
associate provost and dean
for graduate education and

research.

Candidate Roy L Moore,
the fist candidate to visit
Eastern, presented his positions in an open forum last
Thursday.
Right now Moore is associate dean for graduate studies in the College of
Communication
and
Information Studies at the
University of Kentucky.
He began the forum with a
brief overview of himself and
his goals if he were in the
position.
"Please put aside any
notion you have that 1 am a
pointy-head...I know how
comprehensive universities
(like Eastern) work because
of my experience." Moore
said.
Moore described pointyheads as professors and
administrators who concentrate mostly on research and
publications in lots of professional journals.
He said many professors
at the University of Kentucky
have that reputation and he
doesn't.
One thing he hopes to
have is an office that is like
Radio Shack: a place that prescribes to the motto, "you've
got questions, we've got
answers."
He wants to do more
online forms for admissions
to the graduate programs
and form a team with administrators to be there for students.
Another of his goals, if
appointed to this position, is
to view the graduate studies

department as one college so
that research disciplines
would be on the same page,
and there will be more of an
opportunity for interdisciplinary research.
He is confident that these
things are feasible within five
years, and when asked if he
will stay to see the results of
these ideas, he said. "I am
not a job-skipper. It's the
ideal position for me."
When asked about funding
and the lack thereof. Moore
said.
"Reallocation
of
resources (will address the
issue). There are always one
or two programs that can be
cut."
He also gave other administrative suggestions.
"I think it is important to
be more selective and keep
the number of students down
because a university doesn't
give more money for the
more students we graduate."
he said.
He suggested the department grow in its programs to
get national and regional
recognition instead of growing in the number of students.
Moore ended the forum
with a personal story. His
father was in World War II
but came back and finished
high school, went to Eastern
and even received a master's
degree. He contends there is
strong support in his family
for higher education.
He described himself as
an overachiever. He believes
mentoring is very important
because he recognized that
not everyone has the same
support system he had growing up.
Moore does have proof of
his commitment to education
with his extensive education-

Program resumes
after lack of funding
HCOP provides
medical services
to under served area
BY JOHH-€VERETT WELLS

Staff wnter

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Roy L. Moore is the first candidate tor the associate provost and
dean for graduate education and research position to visit Eastern.

al background. He has
received an undergraduate
degree from Berea in
English and a master's
degree in communication
from the University of
Kentucky.
Moore also has a doctorate from the University of
Wisconsin and a law degree
from
Georgia
State
University.
The next forum will be
from 3:30 p.m.-S p.m. today
in the Kennanur Room of the

Powell Building. Kdelma
Huntly from Appalachian
State University will be the
candidate in the open forum.
Beth Walter Honadle from
Bowling
Green
State
University will present at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Jaggers Room of the Powell
Building.

Reach Linda al
linda jHitUick'A" eku.edu

After a one-year interruption, the Health Careers
Opportunity Program is
back and running.
HCOP is a program that
targets students from
Appalachian Kentucky who
plan to major in the health
sciences
program
at
Eastern.
The program helps students through school provided the students will
return to Appalachia to help
their communities.
"We've been doing this
for nine years." said Benton
Shirey, one of the program's
project directors.
We were on hiatus last
year due to financing problems, but this year we're
back.;
Shirey said the program
is back in business due to a
Title VII grant that provides
funding and scholarship
opportunities.
"We are happy to be back
and anxious to get the word
out about the program to
people." Shirey said.
Shirey said the program's
goal is to "get these students to return and serve
these under-served communities.
"We want to help provide
health care to the area." he
said.
According to Colby
Wagoner, the second project
director, there are 30 peoplealready enrolled in the
HCOP program.
"We will pick 15(1 more
from 49 selected counties in

eastern Kentucky." Wagoner
said
Shire) and Wagoner said
the project ana isn't just
confined
to
eastern
Kentucky.
They seleci students from
((■unties in central and
south central Kentucky, as
well.
Wagoner said the 30 precollege Students selected
this year will come to
Eastern this summer for the
six-week Slimmer Transition
Enrichment Program.
"The idea of the program
is to prepare these students
for their first year at.
Eastern," Wagoner said.
" I he) will spend six
weeks here in the summer,
taking enrichment courses,
learning their way around
and becoming accustomed
to Eastern and college life,"
he added
I'he students will also be
paid S40 per day stipend.
about $1,600 total for the six
week program
To enroll in the program.
students must fill out an
application form and return
it by April 15 to the HCOP
office, located in the Dizney
Building Room 208.
The program requires
applicants have a high
school diploma or 'JED, an
ACT score of 14 or better
and a GPA of 2.0;
Applicants must also
intend to go to Eastern to
study within the health sciences field.
They will then choose 30
new students to attend the
S I IP program.
The program will be held
this summer from June 20 to
July 30.
Reach Jnhn h'.tcrett at
progressGtku cdu
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goes...?
SUPPORT
LOCALLY
OWNED BUSINESS

You want to make a difference
You want to help children
You want a challenge
You want to grow
You want
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SHIRTS

(LAUNDERED)

$1.29 ea.

PANTS, SKII
& SWEATERS

$2.99 ea.

" ' SaMf flay service till noon.
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859-624-2961
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Psychology, Social Work, Sociology,
Criminal Justice & Counseling Majors

Come to the Spring Career Fair
March 3, 2004 from 11-3 pm
Keen Johnson Ballroom
For more info or to submit a resume:
E-mail: stacy.porter@youthvillages.org
Phone: 423-283-6513
Fax: 423-283-6550

www.youthvillages.org

624-0404
Campus or Carry Out Only
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SGA
announces
DELL
Awards

Eastern to hold spring job fair
60 businesses sign up
to participate in event

and career interests; don't
bring up salary or benefits.
Allow topics such as these
to be brought up by the
recruiter.
Do your part. Know what
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT
businesses you want to visit
BY STEPHAME SCHEU.
ture, banking/finance/insur- and where they are located at
Staff writer
ance, communication/trans- the job fair: there is a table
s
> vcral faculty members
portation, criminal justice, layout of the job fair on the
wiK awarded for their service
Eastern is holding its social sciences, hospitality, Career Services Web site.
In -Kasiern by Ihe Student
spring job fair from 1 i a.m.- 3 industry/manufacturing and
There are so many
(ttivernmenl Association this
p.m. on Wednesday in the retail management
recruiters; this means you
"irk
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
A complete listing of par- must use your time wisely.
Kat)
Clipson,
SGA
Career Services described ticipants is available on the Also, prepare questions for
i ommiltee on Committees the event as an "excellent Career Services Web site.
the employers that can help
chair, announced the recipients opportunity for students and
According to Amanda you decide on a career.
"i ihe SGA Distinguished
alumni, from Eastern and Tudor, associate director of
Take the info given.
Fvducalion Ijeadership awards at
surrounding universities and career services and coordi- Brochures and literature
liiesday night's Student Senate
colleges, to meet employers nator of the job fair, there is about the business are laid
meeting.
looking for internships or co- quite a bit of preparing one out for a reason; take them
Clipson and other members
op students, or full-time pro- needs
to
do
before as you go.
ol SGA collected nominations fessional candidates."
approaching prospective
Be honest, enthusiastic
from students throughout the
Gladys Johnson, co-op employers.
and sincere. Show genuine
semester and then picked windirector at Eastern, said the
Career Services' staff interest in the employer and
ners based on information pro- job fair is a "great opportuni- lends some words of wisdom what they have to offer you.
vided in the form.
ty for employers to look at for the serious graduate lookFollowing up with an
•Gwen Stiver received an
students."
ing for the serious career
employer lets them know you
award in ihe category of outWith about 60 businesses
Dress
professionally. are serious.
standing service.
signed up to participate, it is "Dress to impress." Tudor
Use the contact info given
• Mary
Ann
Robinson
also an opportunity for the said.
to send an appropriate letter,
received an award in the casegostudents of Eastern to "get
She also added, "Bring a reiterate your interest in the
i\ <>i exceptional class perforthe job (they) want," which is resume in hand." As a matter business and thank the
mance
the theme for this year's of fact, she suggests job fair recruiter for the opportunity
•Jon \Iaki received an award event.
goers bring approximately 15 to meet with them.
in ihe category <>t exceptional
Businesses participating in resumes to distribute to
"We are committed to
student support
the job fair include Fifth Third potential employers.
assisting students with their
•Marianne
McAdam
Bank. Clear Channel Radio,
When introducing your- co-op, internship or profesii<ei\i (I an award in the categoProgressive
Insurance, self, use a firm handshake sional job search," Tudor
ry "1 most outstanding,
Sherwin Williams, UPS and and a smile.
said. "Job fairs allow us to be
Target,
among
others.
Speak clearly to the proactive on behalf of our
AM;/// Ihe Progress at
Employer fields include agricul- employers about your major students and alumni."
: i^""1'eku.edu

This statement rings true
according lo Laura Melius.
Director of Career Services.
Career
Services
and
Cooperative Education sent
out over 6.000 invitations to
employers for the job fair.
According to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers. 2003. career/job
fairs are among the top five
places employers find new
hires, along with internships,
co-op programs, on-campus
interviews and employee
referrals.
"The spring job fair is
designed to motivate students and alumni to help get
them the job they want."
Tudor said. "We really want
to get the word out to graduating students."
Anyone interested is invited, though.
According to Tudor
approximately 650-700 students
participated
in
Eastern's job fair last year—
a fairly large amount.
Information about the job
fair can be found at the
Career Services Web site at
www.career.eku.edu, or those
interested can contact
Amanda Tudor directly at
622-1707.

Tips for landing a job
I Dress appropriately
and professionally.
I Bring a resume.
I When introducing
yourself, use a
firm handshake
and smile.
I Don't ask salary
questions first,
allow your employer
to bring up the
topic.
I Take any given info
including brochures
and flyers.
I Be honest,
enthusiastic and
sincere.
Note: Information provided
by Carter Services. For more
tips visit its Web site at
www career.eku. edu

Reach Stephanie at
Stephanie _srhellneku.edu

band: $ (undisclosed amount)

We need
someone who
likes to write
about sports on
our staff!

make-up & wardrobe: $7000

soy cappuccinos: $250
camera crew: $ 1200 a day

APPLY TODAY!
117DonovarAnnex
622-1882

you are here: priceless

—Jin- Ivasttrn

Progress
Do you
have a
desire to
take
photos?
If so, then
contact our
photo staff at
622-1578 or
come by the
Donovan
Annex
building
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Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastank.
there are some things money can't buy. for everything else there's MasterCard.'

MasterCard
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GLASSER: ISU 'unusual' opportunity

►News Briefs
Compiled by Linda Pollock

► Police Beat:
Feb. 17-20
Compiled by Melissa Engle

From Page
tion and has a good geographic
location that has "a strong
national reputation."
Glasser said she will take
several things from the experience.
"I think you learn from
every experience in life," she
said. "What I took from this
is that people are noticing
and recognizing what's happening at EKU on a national
level."
Glasser said following her
decision to stay, many members
of the campus community told
her welcome back.
"If s funny when people say
that," she said. "I just say: 'I
never left.™

«
placed Glasser as the campus
favorite until the day she withdrew.
"I thought I was very, very
warmly
received there,"
Glasser said. "I felt a good connection when I went there."
She said despite the support,
she could not predict whether
or not she would have been
selected if she remained in the
search.
"It really is not a relevant factor because it didn't play into
my considerations at all." she
said. "I need to be at my home
and Eastern is really my home."
(Ilasser said she doesn't plan
on pursing any other professional opportunities in the
"foreseeable future."
"This was just the most

I need to be at
my home and
Eastern is really
my home.
—Joanne Glasser
University president

»
unusual opportunity that presented itself," she said. "I've
had opportunities and have
been approached by a number
of places and obviously never
pursued them."
Glasser said she was attracted to ISU because it is a doctoral institution, a bigger institu-

Reach Adam at
adamj>aher38@eku. edu

TLC: Cable show visits campus, Richmond
From Page Al
of her knowledge came from
her BEM 395 class — a class
that teaches students every
aspect of putting on a television show - from finding
guests to running cameras.
This helped Potllter because
she had never seen an
episode of "Second Chance."
"I kind of knew about
("Second Chance') because
my roommate is the biggest
'Trading Spaces' fan ever,"
she said. "But I still haven't
seen it."
The crew got shots of Reel
on a scavenger hunt through
Richmond to find out who
wanted to reunite with her.

"I wrote a poem in three
parts." Mills said. "And at the
end of the (part) there would
be another clue that said 'Go
to Claire's to get the next
one.' She got the last clue at
Live Wire and it said 'You're
going to Los Angeles."
Mills said once the taping
in Richmond was over, he
and Reel were flown to Los
Angeles.
"She always wanted to go to
LA." he said. "And we wanted
to go together, so I knew it
would be special for her."
The two went to Palisades
Park, to Beverly Hills down
Rodeo Drive, all around
Hollywood and had lunch
together on their date.

Mills said he had a great
time and loved the experience
"Second
Chance"
offered him. He said to be a
part of any show like "Second
Chance" you have to be
patient.
"This has been in the
works since September,"
Mills said. "You just have to
wait it out"
Mills said, though, that
doing something like this is
worth the wait.
The episode is set to air in
April.

Reach Katie at
katherine_wtitkamlt$eku. edu

Admissions
Magazine gives
Eastern 3 awards
Eastern received three
awards at the Admissions
Marketing
Report
Magazine's 19th annual
Admissions
Advertising
Competition. The awards
included silver for the
Newspaper
Advertising
Series, merit for the alumni
magazine and merit for their
television advertising.

Spring job fair held
Wednesday at Keen
Johnson Ballroom
Eastern's annual spring
job fair will be from 11 a.m. to
3 p.m. Wednesday in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Students and alumni interested in the spring job fair can
visit www.career.eku.edu or
www.coop.eku.edu for a list
of all participating employers.
Attendees should dress professionally and bring several
copies of their resumes.

Justice & Safety
evaluates radio
system
Eastern's Justice and
Safety Center will evaluate a
hands-free two-way radio
communication system in
conjunction with the Glasgow
Police Department.
The center will work with
the system, which is intended

Tattoos Down Under & Body Piercing
Tattoos
Custom

Ail Body Mods Performed

By: Deacon John Ferrell

By: Ghost Rider

$5 off with Ad

$10 on with Ad
859.624.9664

116 N. Third St?
Richmond, KY 4W75

www.tattoosdovynungJSj«Pii'

"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned m school, (he more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".

The Eastern men's basketball team will host a firstround OVC tournament game
on Tuesday.
The first 250 full-time students to visit the ticket office
with validated Eastern ID will
receive a free ticket compliments of EKU Athletics.
Additional rickets for Eastern
students are $4.
Other tickets are $10 for
season ticket holders and
general public. Season ticket
holders will have priority to
purchase their current seals
until 4 p.m. Friday. Tickets
are on sale through EKU
Ticket Office by calling 6222122.

Feb. 19
Lance N. Acton. 215. of
Brockton Apartments, was
arrested for and charged with
possession of marijuana, receiving stolen property, possession of
drug paraphernalia and public
intoxication
Robert E. King, Jr.. 22, ol
Brockton Apartments, was
arrested for and charged with
possession of marijuana, receiving stolen property and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Feb. 20
Doug Hall. Commonwealth
Hall desk worker, reported an
exit sign missing from the residence hall.

Downtown

3,000 sq. ft.
arcade!

10 p.m. to 2 a.m. all night bowling
4*

Champions on Thursday, Feb. 26 featuring:
"Greatest of These"
Friday, Feb. 27 and Saturday, Feb. 28 live
enterainment by:

y

y

"Snatch"

1-800-533-9210
www lo(j,i

♦..!•» hliiiM|n.iiii.
<( <•ollegi
ltt-"i ♦..!•<

Gladys Johnson reported the
theft of an Ethernet cable from
the Student Services Building

College night, Thursday night at Galaxy $7 per person

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a sale, residential area. The Admissions staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent."

()<IT*| II

Jarrett Mason reported the
dorm room door was damaged.
The officer said someone tried
to gain access to the room by
kicking it.

Galaxy
Center
Bowling

Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford. NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.

*—JVJ £_••*■■

Men's Basketball
OVC tournament
held at Eastern

Feb. 18
Michael T. Smith. 19. of
liHiisville, was charged with possession of marijuana and pOODCO
sion of drug paraphernalia.
Erin Leigh Daley. 19. of
Palmer Hall, was charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia

www.galaxvbowling.com

The Choice For Me

•i Log

Eastern's Small Business
Development Center, an outreach of the College of
Business & Technology, will
host an open house March 11
in Somerset. The SBDC is
designed to provide guidance, consultation, training
and information to small business owners and entrepreneurs throughout eastern
Kentucky.

A Palmer Hall resident
reported receiving harassing
telephone calls.

everyday-all day.

. Downtown

Chiropractic...

Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population If you are looking for a healthcare career that
jffers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.

College of Business
& Technology hosts
open house

Feb. 17
Shaun P. Williams. 23, of
Richmond, was arrested for and
charged with operating on a suspended driver's license and possession of sus|x'nded operator's
license.

Our Government don't
have the balls to say
NO SMOKING,
but we do.
Dine Smoke-Free in
the Colonel Dome

Piercing

Fine-line &
Cover-ups

to provide an alternative to
traditional hand-held microphones in police vehicles, for
a month to evaluate it.

log.nr

Mr.raud.nt

■

1025 AmlH'rli YViiv • 624- 4444
MAY GRADLATF.S—FREE T SHIRT
COMPARE ! SAVE! & GET MORE!
www.myRraduationsupplies.com

421W. Main Street
Beside the Madison County Library

Try our MJg.r Irvt'. UI
(rw yogurt

624-3090
Fruithfadi have more run

\nvPT\IS
Bn«u :m Delight

EKU campus bookstore

mycraduationsupplies.com

Basic Package S«3.95

Basic Package S52.50

25
25
25
25
no

25 personalized announcements
25 thank you notes
25 etiquette seals
<>II return address labels
Free !! senior class of IU t-shirt

personalised announcements
notecards
etiquette seals
return address labels
senior t-shirt

Sec the Difference
MONEY Difference—
Extra Return Address Labels
Free t-shirt total Savings—

mygraduatioasupplic9.com offers:

orStwtwm Short Like

Tc»Y

«-wi ffin ilV« it MAIN STREET WON V *.. M ■, MS! 0: BEST"
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Union tla
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SI 1.45
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S12.QQ
$31.95

quality product - satisfaction guaranteed or money back
fully licensed by License Resource Group ( Eastern Kentucky
licensing agent)
22 years experience helping
college students with graduation
1 week turnaround on your order
Visit our website to view our products and order
www.mygraduatltMisupplles.com
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Group honors death
of Lexington firefighter
CFC passes out ribbons, gets
book signed for fire station
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

' Members of Colonels for
Christ sat in shock Feb. 13
as they learned of the death
of firenda
Cowan.
a

Lexington firefighter killed

Steven Simounel Progress
Haley Wagner, a member of the Colonels for Christ organization on
campus, handed out red ribbons on Friday in memory of the
Lexington firefighter who was killed in the line of duty Feb. 13.

in the line of duly.
Some felt helpless, some
felt upset and some were
determined to do something.
(loldie Kincer had an
especially deep response.
"My mom was a fire fighter." she said. "So I kind of
knew the feelings that go
alonn with that."
As part of the Colonels for
Christ's random act of kindness program, she bought a
book for students to sign and
send to the Lexington Fire
Dept. and passed out red ribbons in support of Cowan,
Friday morning Monica
\lynk and her husband. Lane

Mynk. along with several
other students and members
of Colonels for Christ, stood
near the Powell Building
passing out the ribbons and
asking people to sign the
book.
"We're going to take (the
book) a couple more places
before we take it back to the
fire station." Monica said.
The book went to the
University of Kentucky and
the Richmond Church of
Christ and, Kincer said, will
be sent to the firehouse soon.
Monica said the event was
organized now so that
Cowan's family, friends and
co-workers would have time
after the funeral to sort out
their feelings and grieve
before they were given the
book.
"It's a way to take-everything we learn in the Bible
and put it into practice,"

«

My mom was a
firefighter. So I
kind of knew the
feelings that go
along with that
—Goldie Kincer
Student

»
Monica said. "It's Christianlike and shows love."
The event was the group's
good deed, something the
group tries to do each week.
Kincer, who planned to
pass out ribbons before her 9
a.m. class, held off because
of bad weather.
Others started passing
them out while she attended

class.
"It went better than I ever
expected." Kincer said.
"When I met the group back
at 10, they handed out
almost all of the pre-cut ribbons."
The group estimated they
passed out about 320 ribbons
in one hour.
"We started just cutting
ribbons and taping them to
people because we ran out of
(pins)." Kincer said.
"It was a big event in the
news." Lane said. "We decided it would be a good project
to work on."
Kincer said she was happy
with the result of the project.
She and The Mynks hope
this and other projects will
get more people involved
with Colonels for Christ.
The group meets at 8:45
Thursdays in the Powell
Building conference rooms.

Reach Katie at
katherine weitkam<" eku.edu

Regents approve $933,000 in endowment gifts at Saturday's meeting
Br CASSONDRA KIRBY
Editor

ticularly in light of the state

budget picture.''
Pastern's Board of Regents,
meeting in its regular session
Saturday, accepted approximately $933,000 in endowment
gifts that qualify for matching
through the Council on Postsecondary Education's Pucks
for Brains Program, discussed
the university's draft master
housing plan and made several
degree program changes.
Eastern President Joanne
dlasscr said she is very happy
with the $933,000 endowment
gifts accepted by the Board,
but says Pastern still has a lot
more lundraising to do — "par-

She said these funds are
mostly restricted to scholarship or specific programs, but
some of the money does go to
support the university's mission.
Along with accepting
endowment gifts. The Board
also discussed a proposed
housing draft master plan.
James Conneely. vice president of academic affairs, said
the plan, that will move housing forward in the next 10
years, was complied under the
direction of Mike Reagle, associate vice president of Student

Affairs, and Kenna Middlelon.
director of housing and residence life at Eastern.
"It is crucial to have a
vibrant and strong housing program,"
Conneely
said.
"National trends indicate that
students who stay on campus
do better academically, have a
higher retention rate and graduate in a shorter period of
time."
He said the plan, that will
improve housing and make it
more desirable lor students to
live on campus, has five goals.
These goals include supporting the education mission of
Eastern, meeting the needs of

students, making housing self
supporting — adding to
Eastern's financial health
instead of draining from it —
and to provide programs and
unity students are looking for.
making it more marketable to
students.
Conneely said the housing
administration will be discussing the plan with students,
and other members of the*
Pastern community after more
of the specifics are worked
out.
During the meeting, the
Board also approved several
degree and program changes,
eliminating some programs in

t graduation, then what?
*«*!
aUNQQMt
TANNING
CAP»IA£ at
WISHYWASHY
LAUNDRY*
TANNING
located behind
RAUYSon
EKU Bypass
ONLY $7.00—

Join
the Peace Corps.
\^i

Tt» Uftmatr SUNDOMt Tan.no.

come to an information meeting
where you'll le,am more:
THURS., FEBRUARY 26, 6-8PM
UNIVERSITY BLDG. ROOM 135

Capaute '••luw. 10 mrum to a
HMK *»> oolorfitan Etc*
Mwnr a ONLY »; 00 *»** out
3PWNG B"EM SPECIAL- Slop
by and ingw ofl »ou TRL* Cok*

1

Want to interview for the Peace Corps?
Contact Avani for details at 312.353.1125
or apatel@peacecorps.gov

Three different
lunch specials.
Tuesday-Friday
*i»." „ri Main

Downtown

1
QUMK/liff Skills.

<f

i

•<'■■••

11a.m. - 2 p.m.
Each only $3.99

MaiJitwi u'l Mom.

Downtown

CHAMPS/Life Skills
Program
NAMING ANt> LOqO
CONTEST

Eastern Kentucky University Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics is in the process of developing the NCAA promoted
CHAMP/Life Skills Program for it's student-athletes. This program
promotes 5 areas of commitment: Commitment to Academic
Excellence; Commitment to Athletic Excellence; Commitment
to Personal Development; Commitment to Career Development; Commitment to Service. We need your (all students) help
in naming and developing a logo for this program. If you have a
name suggestion, please submit your idea via e-mail or mail.
Please e-mail to Derita.Ratcliffe@eku.edu or mail to
Derita Ratcliffe, 115 Alumni Coliseum, Richmond, KY 40475.

■
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the process. These changes
include eliminating the interior
design minor, adding an option
of the master's degree in biology called bioinformatics. and
the change in name of the
minor in speech communication to the minor in speech
communication studies, among
other things.
Lyle Cook, provost, said
many of these changes were
made to align Eastern with
other institutions and to bring
it up-to-date with current vocational practices.
For instance, he said The
Board approved the namechange of the degree program

Administration Communication
and Services to Administrative
Communication and Services to
Corporate Communication and
Technology, because under its
original name, it would not be
congruent with current business practices and would not
adequately reflect to students
what the program covers.
At its Saturday meeting, the
Board also re-elected Fred Rice
as chair, a position that is elected annually.

Reach Cassondra at
cassondra_kirbyHueku.edu
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3rd Annual President's
Ball
Feb. 28, 2004
8 p.m. - Midnight

J

I

Full-time students can use
their ID to receive one ticket
for themselves and one
ticket to bring a guest.
(Must provide a validated student ID.)

Part-time Students, Faculty,
Staff and Community must
pay $15 per person or
$25 per couple.
Come and fiance, the.
night away.!
Tickets can be picked up in the SGA Office
Powell Student Center Room 132. For more
information please call 2-1724

There will be a $100 prize for the winning name and logo.
Sponcered by Student Activities Council
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SGA reviews bylaws, constitution Credit Card bill
Resolution proposes members
passes house
receive academic credit hours
/

for service, participation
credit is given.
Members of the Student
Senate, Student Activities
Council and Resident Life
Council are required to have a
favorable performance evaluation from respective committee
chairs in order to receive credit
Before members of the
Student Court get credit, the
measure would require a favorable performance evaluation by
the chief justice.
Under a change included in
the act, the office of the ethics
administrator "shall be responsible for maintaining records concerning the administration of
credit hour(s) for all members of
student government"
"It shall be the responsibility
of this office to obtain performance evaluations from committee chairs of all branches of student government," the resolution says. "(And) upon review,
relay all information regarding
said credits to the chair of political science department and the
cooperative education department within a reasonable manner."
This change, along with other
measures included in the two
resolutions, will now sit on the
Senate floor until next week.

BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

The Student Government
Association is contemplating several changes including a proposal to award members academic
credit hours for their service.
The Student Senate unanimously voted to table two separate resolutions aimed at ratifying both its bylaws and its constitution at their weekly meeting
Tuesday night
The proposed legislation
would allow members of each
SGA branch to obtain one credit
hour for their time and work.
Members of the executive committee would be eligible to
receive two hours credit per
semester.
Credit will be available for
members following evaluations
by the ethics administrators and
other student government entities, according to the resolution.
For members of the executive committee, "a favorable performance evaluation'' by the student body president will be
required to receive credit
The elected members of the
executive committee will be
responsible for evaluating the
student body president before

Student Body President
Kristin,i O'Brien explained constitutional revision must sit for
two meetings under Robert's
Rules — a popular form of parliamentary procedure followed by
SGA.
"It has to be presented and
then the foDowing meeting is the
discussion, and the next meeting
it is voted on," she said.
Next week the resolution will
be discussed on the Senate floor.
However, O'Brien said no
changes or amendments can be
made at this time.
"It's for discussion only next
week," she said. "(Senators) can
ask questions and kind of find
out why things are the way they
are."
O'Brien said changes to the
measures cannot be made until
the legislation moves forward
for a vote.
Because of scheduling conflicts, the final meeting must be
held in special session, she said.
"I had to call a special session
meeting to ratify (the resolu-

tions) because of the schedules
of other places it needs to be
approved — not because that is
required to have a vote," she
said.
She explained both the constitution and bylaws must be
passed by the Council on
Student Affairs following the
approval of student government
This is the last leg of the journey
for the bylaws, she said, but the
constitution must have final
approval by the Board of
Regents.
To accommodate the schedules of the Council on Students
Affairs and the Board of
Regents, the Student Senate will
convene Thursday to vote on
changes to the documents. Both
resolutions will then be sent to
the Council on Student Affairs
Friday.
The constitution will be presented to the Board at if s next
quarterly meeting.
O'Brien said ratifying the student government constitution
and bylaws is usually "not a
desirable thing to do," but SGA
has done it every year for the
last three years because of its
recent transition to a shared governance structure.
"Anytime something major
happens that needs to be
addressed permanently, it must
be done like this," she said.
Reach Adam at
adam_baker38@eku. edu

Event scheduled to celebrate civil rights
One of the first black students to attend
Central High in little Rock, Ark. to speak
Roberts will speak at a presentation at 5:30 p.m. tonight in
Posey Auditorium of the
Stratton Building.
The evening event is free
and open to the public.
Roberts' speech is the conclusion of a day-long event
aimed at examining the historic Supreme Court ruling on
it's anniversary.
A conference beginning at 8

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Terrence Roberts, one of
the Little Rock nine, will be on
campus today to speak on the
50th anniversary of the Brown
vs. Board of education civil
rights case.
Roberts is one of the first
Blacks to attend Central High
in little Rock, Ark. in 1957.

Just a'note
Roberts will speak at 5
p.m. tonight in Posey
Auditorium of the Stratton
Building.

a.m. today in the Perkins
Building will bring educators,
historians, political scientists
and others together to discuss
the subject from a variety of
perspectives.

Both morning and evening
events are sponsored by
Eastern's Center for Kentucky
History and Politics, the
College of Education, the
College of Arts and Science,
the department of government,
the African/African-American
Studies Program, the Diversity
Office, the Law and Justice
Forum and the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Reach The Progress at
progress@eku. edu

u

Act would limit
solicitation on
campuses
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

A bill that could regulate
credit card solicitation on college campuses is one step closer to becoming law.
House Bill 130, sponsored
by State Rep. Susan Westrom,
D-Lexington, passed the House
unanimously on Tuesday.
"I am very happy to see
that" she said after the House
adjourned.
"Our next challenge is to get
it through the Senate and
passed and signed by the
Governor," she said.
The legislation promises to
require credit card and debt
education sessions as part of
student orientation days at public post-secondary institutions.
The bill also encourages
nonpublic post-secondary institutions to do the same and
requires companies to register
with administrators before
soliciting on campus.
Westrom's bill will now travel to the Senate and be
assigned to a committee. As of
Progress press time, the bill
had not yet been assigned to a
committee.
If approved by the Senate
committee, the legislation's
next step would require it to be
passed by the full Senate.
This is the third year
Westrom has attempted to
make her bill law.
In the past, the legislation
has encountered trouble in the
Senate and eventually canned.
She said the key to making
the bill pass this year is student
support
"I think it will only pass the
Senate this year if students get
involved," she said. This could
be a real test of the strength of
their voice."
She added if her bill didn't
pass the result could "burn a

I think (the bill)
will only pass
the Senate this
year if students
get involved.
—Susan Westrom
State representative.
D-Lexington

'»
few of (students and) could pn»
sibly even disenfranchise a
lew."
"It's a real common sensi
bill and the need is definitely
there." she said.
Westrom added she would
like to see the energy
expressed by students during
the rally at the capitol during
Higher Education Da)
"They've done it once iliiyear." she said. "They were
wonderful — I would like to sti
them do it again."
House Bill n\'5. a similar cred
it card bill sponsored by House
Speaker Judy Richards, l>
Bowling Green, lias been wailing for a vote in the House
since Feb. 12.
The bill differs from

Westrom's in thai students'

credit card applications would
require their parents' written
consent.
Their permission, however,
would not make the parent*
liable for their children's credit
card debt.

Students can contact iheii
representatives by logging on
to the Legislative Research
Committee's Web site at
www.lrc.state.ky.us or by calling the message line al I-X00
372-7181.
Reach Adam at
adam bakcr:irt"ckii <dn
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Blocking the burn
Officials offer tips on how to avoid
getting scammed during spring break
BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

Spring break. It's one
week nearly every college
student spends their days
counting down to.
Although the break usually means good times, road
trips and fun in the sun. it
can also mean getting
burned by spring break
scams.
Heather Clary, director of
communications for the
Better Business Bureau of
Central & Eastern Kentucky,
said her office hears many
complaints about scams and
fraudulent offers around
spring break time.
"Our BBB and other
bureaus have logged complaints from students or parents in the past of hidden
fees not made apparent until
it was too late, hotel accommodations that were not as
nice as represented (and)
students stranded without
transportation or lodging,"
she said.
"Another complaint has
been that students or parents
could not reach the company's representatives- to
resolve the problem while
the students were on the trip
experiencing trouble." sixadded.
Clary added there are several "red flags" students can
watch for to avoid falling victim to a scam; for instance,
demands for credit card or
bank account information
before trip details are disclosed.

"Also beware if the only
payment the company will
take is cash or a check, especially if it is to be picked up
by a messenger."' she said.
"By using a credit card, you
retain the right under federal
law to dispute fraudulent
charges or charges for prodUCtS or services
not

received."
Claire Good, associate
vice president of student
affairs and dean of students.
also had some warnings for
students while vacationing
over the break.
"I would remind students
to always read the small
print in any offer or contract," she said. "That's
where you find out about
possible delays in flights and
potential changes in level of
accommodation offered."
Good added she had
picked up several good tips
from various newspapers
around the country.
"I read in The Daily
Beacon Online from the
University of Tennessee '.hat
you should avoid travel
providers that specialize only
in spring break trips." she
said. "You want to know that
the operator has a broader
range of travel experience."
Other articles. Good said,
reported students should
pay with their credit cards,
that way vacationers have
better protection in case of a
mishap.
While sand in undesirable
places and rainy days an- the
biggest problems most college students encounter

while vacationing over
spring break. Clary said her
office can help students
Steer clear of the worst setbacks.
"The BBB can provide
information and advice on
the front end to help students avoid dealing with a
spring break con artist." she
said. "Students should check
out the company before signing up or paying."
Students may retrieve a
reliability report on a questionable company by calling
<Hf.<i) 259-1008 in I.exington.
or toll-free 1-800-866-6668
throughout
Kentucky.
Students can also log on to
www.ky.bbb.org.
"Chances are, if there
have been problems with a
firm in the past, complaints
have been filed with the BBB
in the area where the company is located. Students
should see how the company
dealt with complaints,
whether it resolved them or
ignored them, to help make
their decision," she said.
The BBB can also provide
a list of reputable BBB member companies that offer
travel services, she said.
"If a student does
encounter a problem with
the company that provided
the spring break trip, we can
process a complaint if the
company is in central or eastern Kentucky," she said. "We
can refer the student to the
appropriate BBB if the company is elsewhere, as well as
provide contact information
for the Attorney General's

Eun-Ybung too/Progress

Consumer Protection Office
and
Federal
Trade
Commission."
Clary explained all of the
BBB's services are free, and
by using their Web site or
toll-free phone number,
there is no cost to research
an offer.
"Students can't afford not
to check it out first," she

said.
Good added "one final
caveat" is to follow the
adage: "if the trip sounds too
good to be true, it probably
is."
"I hope students use
spring break as a time to reenergize and get refocused
on completing a good semester," she said.

Good said it doesn't matter how you choose to spend
the time, as long as students
return to campus safely to
finish out the end of spring
semester.

Reach Adam at
adam baker38@eku.edu

President meets with legislators in Frankfort, discusses budget
BY CASSONDRA KIRBY

«

Editor

Eastern President Joanne
Glasser joined other university
presidents around the slate last
week to urge legislators to
remain focused on protectinn
higher education as they prepare the state's budget for the
next fiscal year.
The meeting was held in
the Capitol
Annex
in
Frankfort, was attended by
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee's Budge)
Review Subcommittee on

Education.
The subcommittee will play
a significant role in finalizing
the state's budget for the m-xl
fiscal year — a budget that currently doesn't include as much

... I encouraged them to consider
the positive impact that higher
education has on all aspects of our
lives...
—Joanne Glasser
Eastern president

»
money for education as university presidents say they need.
If Gov. Ernie Fletcher's budget is approved as it is currently written, some leaders say
there is no way around program cuts and significant

tuition increases, which could
make affording college difficult
from some students.
"I reminded the subcommittee members that the quality of life that will be enjoyed
by our children, and grand-

children will be dependent
upon the availability of education to them," Glasser said via
e-mail Tuesday. "In particular,
I encouraged them to consider the positive impact that
higher education has on all
aspect of our lives: health
care, education, economic
development and safety, just
to name a few."
Glasser said she also spoke
about the progress Kentucky has
made in higher education over
the last several years and the
"need to ensure that we do not
allow (the progress) to be lost."
She spoke about the steps
Eastern has taken to ensure
the quality of education it is
providing to its students,
including the one-time surcharge — a fee she explained
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LIVE from Studio B
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to committee members was
painful but necessary.
She said the charge, of
$100/8200, was needed to
maintain the quality of programs, student services and
the overall Eastern experience.
"I pledged to them that we
would continue to pursue every
way possible the means necessary to provide the best education possible for our students,"
she said.
She said an increase in
enrollment and tight budgetary times will make it difficult to serve students.
"The growth in enrollment
is a two-edged sword because
it comes at a time when a
nationwide economic slump
threatens our ability to serve
this increased number of stu-

dents," she said. "And — make
no mistake about it — our collective ability to serve our students while keeping costs within their reach will go a long
way toward determining the
future
course
of our
Commonwealth and the quality
of life for her citizens."
Although Glasser did not
discuss any specific tuition or
expenditures projections for
the next fiscal year, she said
Eastern is currently developing
and reviewing these numbers.
A special Board of Regents
meeting is scheduled on
March 25 to set fees for 20042005.
Reach Cassondra at
cassondra _kirby8@eku. edu
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Roger Lee Osborne, editor
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Eastern students win UK talent show
Trio captures first place
with international dance
BY ROGER LEE OSBOBWE

Who's Thai? editor

Eastern students quickly took
the spotlight at the University of
Kentucky's annual International
Student Council talent show.
The Eastern International
Student Association entered two
acts in UK's talent show, and
both returned to Eastern with
awards.
Reactions from the three students who entered and won first
place in the dance category at
the show wei e that of pride and
nervousness.
"After I went and performed, 1
felt really proud to get to represent our culture," said
Deepshikha Sigdelm, 21, a
finance major who graduates in
December.
"I was really nervous, but I
was really excited that we could
show what we had practiced so
hard on," said Monica VallejoGarcia, 21, a junior environmental science major from Mexico
City, Mexico.
VallejoGarcia admits that the
dance was a little hard for her to
learn, but the end result was
worth the effort
"I have always liked to learn
about other cultures. I liked
learning more about what the
other girls' culture is all
about," Vallejo-Garcia said.
"Some people tell me that I
actually dance like I'm a Nepal
native."
Their connection to culture
might be what set the dancers
apart from other acts.
"I personally believe
because we stayed true to our
culture is what attracted the
judges and the audience," said

«

It was one of the
best moments of
my life. I was so
proud of myself
and everyone in
our group.
—Sanjita
Thapa-Chhetri
Student

»
Sanjita Thapa-Chhetri. 22. from
Napal.
The students danced to a
song titled "Lahanale Juraago
Ki" from a famous Nepalese
movie "Darpan Chhenya,"
which means "life is like a
mirror."
"The movie talks about life.
The joys and sorrows of life,"
said Thapa-Chhetri."
The group helped the audience connect with the song
by the movement interpretations they used.
"Even though people don't
always understand the words,
you try to show them with the
motions," said Sigdelm.
Thapa-Chhetri is credited by
the other women of the group
for doing the majority of the
choreographing for the dance.
"I was the one who chose
the song and came up with

Steve RichardsoivPfogfess
Monica Vallejo-Garcia, left, Sanjita Thapa-Chhetri, center, and Deepshikha Sigdelm, right, form a Namaste, a Hindu greeting that means "We
welcome you with our hearts." They performed the dance at the University ot Kentucky's International Student Council annual talent show.

most of the steps. I wanted
them to feel the same emotions as I was feeling while
hearing the song," ThapaChhetri said.
"I wanted them to grab the
emotions of the song and put
motions with every word," she
added.
The students spent over three
months preparing for Eastern's
International Banquet, where
they also performed the dance.

"My sole intention for perand about four days preparing
forming the dance was to reprefor the UK talent show.
"We had small places to prac- sent Eastern. One of my friends
tice. Sometimes we would prac- asked me, and 1 couldn't say no,"
tice until 12 and 1 a.m.," Thapa- Thapa-Chhetri said. "Secondly.
Chhetri said. "We sometimes for- we had the chance to represent
got about our studies, and some our culture."
The women say the main
days we would be really good
and other days we would be reason for performing was to
ensure that the Nepalese culbad."
Performing at the talent show ture and dance would be repwas not something they had resented accurately.
Although, the group was
planned on doing.

dedicated to being true to the
Nepalese culture, they appreciated the win.
"It was one of the best
moments of my life. I was so
proud of myself and everyone
in our group." Thapa-Chhetri
said.

Reach Roger Lee at
roger_osborne2@eku. edu
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► News Quiz

Filling

OK. boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.
What cable television
network was on campus last week?

the
need

a) The Playboy Channel
b) The Learning Channel
c) Lifetime
What piece of Eastern
memorabilia was
recently recovered on
eBay?

*

a) A championship football ring
b) A vintage Eastern thong
* c) The original Daniel Boone rifle

f

,j
3

'Bowls' way
to give back
About eight years ago an Eastern
professor proposed an Empty
Bowls project in Richmond. The
program has grown through the years
and up to 800 people are expected to
attend the fundraiser tomorrow.
For $10 you can buy a hand-made
pottery bowl filled with soup and a
piece of bread. Proceeds from the purchase go to the Food Bank of Kentucky
River Foothills Developmental Council,
Home Meals Delivery and the
Salvation Army of Madison County.
The amount isn't much for a good
meal, and even a piece of pottery that
can be sold for much more than $10 on
its own, and the cause is worthy
While the program is held throughout the country, the proceeds for
Empty Bowls in Richmond goes to local
charities. Helping people is something
we can all do. Even without the pottery
bowl, $10 for a meal to help those
around us is not too much to ask.
All too often college students are
unfairly accused of spending all of their
money on booze, tattoos and pizza.
This is our opportunity to prove

What is the Better
Business Bureau
warning students
concerning spring
break?

a) Stormy weather
b) Poisonous suntan lotion
c) Scams and fraudulent offers

Submitted photo
University President Joanne Glasser and others help serve soup at last year's Empty Bowls program.

Eastern students care about helping
others.
This year Empty Bowls will be held
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow at St.
Mark's Parish Hall at 608 Parish Ave.
It's a convenient stop for those on their
way out of town or just something to do
for those staying in Richmond this
weekend.
Students owe a lot to the Richmond
community, this is just one way of
repaying. Also, with the strong Eastern
connections, you may end up with pottery made by a friend or professor.

It is the perfect opportunity to help
out, even if you have a busy schedule.
Taking a few minutes out of your
Friday, for a good cause, should be
easy to do — it just takes discipline to
do so.
Programs like Empty Bowls will
inspire students and the community to
get involved with other charitable organizations, therefore we encourage all to
attend.
Reach The Progress at
progressuteku. edu

Stephen Simounet/Progress

What is this?
a) Flying saucers spotted in the
skies above campus
b) Surplus bed pans from the
nursing department
c) Pottery made for the Empty
Bowls program

► Campus Comments, by Cindy Held
Spring break will be here before you know it. We asked students their tips for staying safe while on the upcoming break.
MATT
TAYLOR

Hometown:
Springfield
Major Career
and technology
education
Year
Sophomore

TOM
WALKER

Pay attention and
just use common
sense. Plan what
you're going to
spend.

Don't go.

Hometown:
Cincinnati
Major
Computer electronic networking

SARA
LEACH

Read all the fine
print.
Hometown:
Brookville. Ohio
Major
Accounting
Year:
Freshman
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► letter to the editor

'Monologues' performance
deserved more coverage
I am writing this letter to
voice my concern for the
unjustifiable way in which
the hard working, dedicated
and ambitious members of
the faculty and student body
were recently treated by
The Progress.
As part of the team
behind the recent, sold-out,
turning people away production
of the
"Vagina
Monologues," I am appalled
at the lack of support given
to us by The Progress.
The Progress failed to
produce any sort of article
covering the show that was

performed last week in the
Pearl Buchanan Theatre.
Although attendance was
overwhelmingly high without a write up in the campus
paper, I suspect, as members of the journalism community. The Progress is an
embarrassment.
They showed no compassion
for this V-Day
Celebration. The show is a
grassroots campaign to stop
violence against women.
When it came down to it the
show was a success and
touched more lives in two
nights than the Progress

has all year. Still, you have
to ask yourself, was it the
people involved in the production of this award-winning play that
The Progress did not support, or was it the show's
material? In either case I
feel sorry for future readers
of The Progress. The paper
obviously cannot set aside
their insecurities long
enough to cover such a wonderful event! Long Live
Vagina Warriors!
Davina Newton,
Student

MESSAGE BOARD

The week nearly every college student counts down to is almost
here. Where are you going for the break? How will you spend
your vacation? Do you have any great vacation spots?
Tell us what you think! To join the discussion, go to
<www easternprogress. com>

Got a News tip?

Giving up can cause regret

BROOKK
SHEPHERD
My Turn
Brooke is a
freshman
journalism
major from
Mount Sterling.
She is the photo
editor of The
Progress

When I was in fifth
grade. I stepped on
the
ice
at
the
Lexington Ice Center for the
first time.
With my green sweatshirt,
black leggings and a pair of
navy blue plastic rental skates. I felt
like I was flying across the ice.

when 1 was merely wobbling on
my shaky U^-.
Needless to say. I wasn't
used to balancing my weight
on a piece of metal that was
about a centimeter wide.
Despite my shaky start, from lliat
first step I was hooked.
After I started taking lessons and
started learning new moves. I never
wanted to stop.
I graduated from my plastic renta
skates in a few months and had my
own pair of brand new white
skates from the JcPenny's catalog.
It was an hour drive to the
rink but I didn't mind the long
ride, changing in the car. or listening
to a grumpy old man yell at me that I
wasn't on a deep enough edge to do a
loop jump.
I never fell more alive than when I
was gliding across the glasslike surface, spinning so fast that everything
was a blur and flying through the air.
When 1 went into my freshman
year of high school, it became harder
and harder to find time to take my
private lessons twice a week.
1 joined Future Business Leaders
of America and that began to take up
a lot of my after school time.
The summer after my freshman
year. I joined the color guard at my
high school and il became painfully
obvious thai skating was falling to the
bottom of my priorities.
I finally gave in, carefully packed
my gently worn skates into their bag
and tucked them in the back of my
closet.

It was one of the hardest things I
ever had to do. but I had to do it.
I didn't miss il much at first, but
that changed after a while
Now, 1 wish I had balanced my
time better because I truly miss thai
tiding of flying when I was gliding
almost effortlessly across the ice.
Skating was something that I
could completely pour myself into
and I loved every minute of it.
I would do just about anything to
be back on thai icy floor, flying
through Ihe air and spinning so fast
that it makes my head spin.
And I would do anything to hear
that grumpy old man yelling at me
that I wasn't on a deep enough edge
to do a loop jump.
If you have something that you
love to do. stick to it. Don't give it up
because you think you don't have
time.

Corrections

Contact The Eastern Progress at 622-1882 or come by
the office located in room 111 of the Donovan Annex,

The cutline for a photo with the article "I.ady Colonels win fourth
straight" should have read: Katie Kelly scored 28 points and collected three
rebounds in the Lady Colonels 85-80 victory last Saturday." It was not her
final game. The Progress regrets the error.
-The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the Perspective pages.

ALL EVENTS ARC
i«

February 26-28
TRF.SIDF.NTS BALL'
3rd Annual - Keen Johnson Ballroom
KKl Student Tickets: Free
Non Student Tickets: $15 per person or
$25 per couple
()pen io university community & public.

FREE Admission to students and 1 guest.
Students must reserve and then pick up their
complimentary tickets in advance trom the
Student Government Association, 132 Powell
Building or by phone at 622-1724.

Friday - Feb.27th
Free Midnight A,
Breakfast $P
(Powell Cafeteria)
EKU STUDENTS SPRING
BREAK IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER. TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF BEGLEY
EXERCISE ROOMS AND
WEAVER GYM
FACILITIES...

Most nurses spend their enting careers in the same hospital in the Un ted States Air Force,
it S unlikely you II even spend it n Ihe same state or country You'll have the opportunity to
practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields m a variety of nursing environments And you II
feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually
lead your team Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have7 Then call I-80O-423USAF
AIRF0RCE.COM • 1-800-%23-USAF
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Program offers aid, student services
NOVA gives grants,
scholarships and
mentoring for students
ble and awarded a Pell grant.
Applicants must receive
between a 17 and 23 ACT
composite score and have
serious academic potential.
According to Williams,
that is why NOVA "has the
highest graduating rate of
any other retention program.
That is also why awards are
given to students who are
"involved with the NOVA program and are helping themselves."
Eastern must also apply
for the money through the
U.S.
Department
of
Education. Every four years
Eastern must conduct a proposal for the Student Support
Service grant.
According to Jane Tinsley,
assistant director for the
NOVA program at Eastern,
"schools all over the United
States compete for the
money."
The
U.S.
Department of Education
awards schools that are in
the most need of financial
assistance. The Department
of Education has guaranteed
the grant until 2006 when
another proposal will have to
be submitted.
For the
spring 2004
semester Eastern was award

BY STEPHANA SCHELL

Staff Writer
In a time when education
is the key to success, there
comes a time when tuition is
due. Many students receive
some type of aid to help with

expenses.

Brooke Shepherd/Progress

War & Peace
Noelle Roberts, left. Sarah Downs, middle, and Jenn Hall, right
perform Tuesday night to the music of Aldo Rafael Forte entitled
"Symphony for the Millennium" during the Chautauqua Lecture
Series. The lecture called, "War and Peace Reflected in the Arts,"
included several readings, songs and this dance

Grants, scholarships and
loans are ways to lighten the
load of textbooks, meals and
transportation.
NOVA is a Student Support
Service project funded by the
U.S. Department of Education
to help with these costs.
The program is getting
stronger every year, said
Kate Williams, the director of
the
NOVA
program
at
Eastern.
Not only does NOVA provide one-on-one mentoring
for students, it also provides
aid to allow the student to
lighten the load of expenses
they may incur throughout
the semester.
Only preselected students
are awarded the money.
Just like anyone who
applies for a scholarship.
NOVA applicants must meet
certain criteria.
To receive the NOVA
grant, one must also be eligi-

The Botany Bay
Body Piercing-Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Unique Gifjs--

TexrrwTly Mofyff i Coin Laundry

I AUNUHT C TANNING
Don't have time to do your laundry?
Then let us take care of YOU!
Drop off laundry service is 60 cents per lbs.
Comforters - wash and dry $7
Ironing - S1 per garment
New Hours: 8 am - 9 p.m. 7 days a weeK
467 Eastern Bypass
(859) 623-0608

Located near Papa John's

f
Wednesday, March 3, 2004
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Keen Johnson Ballroom

---^

za
Cool things
cool peof
11-7 Mon-Sat

off I-75 at exit 87
Behind Suzuki-ofTlne
. * J*ypass

623

USDA. Frankfort. KY - Table #54
Job Description Looking to fid positions listed at usajobs com.
BANKING/FINANCE/INSURANCE
Fifth Third Bank. Lexington. KY - Table #24
Job Description. We are looking tor canoWates tor Retail Associate
Commeroal Associate, and Customer Service Representative positions
First Investors Corporation. Lexington, KY - Table »62
Job Description- Currently seeking career-minded nrjviouals to tram as
Financial Services Representatives with future management opportunities
KEMl, Inc.. Lexington. KY - Table *Table 40
Job Description Seeking candidates to (ill positions lor Claims Examiner.
Claims Processor, and Loss Ed Field Representative
BB&T. Louisville. KY - Table 134
Job Description Positions available in insurance subsidiary as well as
banking posrtons throughout the state
Federated Insurance. Lexington. KY - Table #56
Job Description' Commercial Insurance Sales. Ten month training program
in home office Salary plus commission plus bonus.
Auto-Owners Insurance Company. Lansing, Ml - Table »39
Job Description: Associate Claim Representative.
Household. London. KY - Table »4
Job Description' Collections Representative. Unit Managers and Manager
Trainees
Wells Faigo Financial Acceptance. Louisville. KY - Table #16
Job Description Seeking candidates to become apart of a comprehensive
iraming program, learn sales lechnxjues. credit investigation, loan interview
ing and loan analysis
COMMUNICATIONS
Clear Channel Radio. Lexington. KY - Table *1
Job Description Various positions available.
COMPUTER RELATED
Data Future*. Inc.. Haiten. KY - Table #41
Job Description' Software Developer. Software Support Trainer
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
"*
Department of Crirranai Justice Trawling. Richmond. KY - Table # 63
Job Description' Law Enforcement Training Instructor I and administrative
positions.
EKU PROGRAMS/OFFICES
EKU Army ROTC - Table #22
Description: EKU Army ROTC Recruiting Officer
EKU Career Services - Table 160
Description Promoting career services to students and alumni
LKU Cooperative Education - Table »ui
Descnptxjn Promoting coop opportunities to students

The freshmen
orientation
classes are
overcrowded.
The one-on-one
contact in NOVA
orientation
helps.
—Craig Pike
Student

»
ed a little over $40,000 that
was divided equally among
18 sophomores and 35 freshmen — over $700 per student
per year.
Another possible benefit is
an orientation process that
freshmen NOVA participants
can use to replace the orientation that all freshmen must
go through.
According to Craig Pike, a
non-traditional student and
recipient of a NOVA grant, he
supported the NOVA orientation.
"I had an idea in mind for
my major already. The orien-

tation helped assure me of
my decision." Pike said.
Pike said the orientation
helped him to really think
about his future and devaluate his options.
"The freshmen orientation
classes are overcrowded.
The one-on-one contact in
NOVA orientation helps," he
said.
"I was introduced to
NOVA through my high
school upward bound director." Nicole Franks, a freshman and recipient of the
NOVA award said.
Franks and Pike were
both preselected for the
grant by meeting the standards of the program.
Like many college students, they were in need of
financial assistance to go to
school.
Franks was excited about
the NOVA grant awarded to
her. it cut her re-payable loan
in half. Like Pike. Franks
found the orientation to be
very helpful.
Along with one-on-one
attention, mentors were
there for Franks and other
participants around the clock
to give her advice.
"Mentors showed me
around campus. They made
sure I was comfortable,"
Franks said.

Reach Stephanie at
stephanie_schell@eku.edu

Medium 1 topping
2 Liter

$5.99

Expires 3/4/04
Campus onlyfl

Domino's
Pizza

NOW HIRING

623-0030

Spring Job Fairj
EKU MBA Program - Table *8
Description: Promoting MBA Graduate Program Graduate Assistantships
available
NOVA/EKU - Table #64
Job Description. Peer Leader lor EKU Undergraduate Students.

Participants for Spnng Job Fair 2004
AGRICULTURE
Kaknbach Swine Management, Upper Sandusky. OH - Table #59
Job Description. Swine Manager Trainees

ii

WEKU. Richmond. KY - Table «3
Job Description: various |Obs in radio broadcasting.
EDUCATION
Kentucky Dept of Education. Frankfort, KY - Table #32
Job Description Teaching and adrnwiistratlve positions.
Boys a Girls Club of Madison County, Berea. KY - Table #5
Job Description Seeking candidates to Ml Vie Mowing positions • Teen
Center Director,
Part-time Program Aides, Membership Secretary. Janitor, and Education
Director
Toyota ChUd Development Center, Georgetown. KY - Table #19
Job Description Seeking cancMates to fill teacher positions - school age
teachers to help out with before/after school program and summer programs - Early Childhood Majors.
GENERAL
Roberts Construction, Somerset. KY - Table »15
Job Description: Seeking to M the following positions - Protect Manager.
Estimator, and
Supennlendents

bte ful-time employment.
Kokoku Rubber, Inc.. Richmond. KY - Table #6
Job Description Seeking candidates for Mechanical and Chemical
Engineers
Kroger Manufacturing, Winchester. KY - Table #46
Job Description: Career Training Program at various manufacturing plant
tocabons Opportunities are available m the following areas: Production,
Quafty Assurance. Minimum Qualifications Bachelor's degree in field of
dscipline. Relocation is required after completion of program
UPS, Lexington, KY - Table #55
Job Description: Part-Time Jobs for FuH-Time Students Work 20-25 hours
per week at our Lexington, KY facility Bemfrts include medical, vision and
dental. Weekends and holidays off. work our 11 am - 4 pm shift and earn
up to S2O0O7year in tuffion reimbursement Positions currently avalabte.
OTHER
Enterprise Rent-A-Car. LousvMe. KY - Table #17
Job Description: Management Training Program.
TDS Restaurants, Inc., Richmond. KY • Table #18
Job Description: Positions available tor all levels, from crew members to
management trainees.
US Army. Nashvile. TN - Table #20
Job Descnptton: Military service offering training and experience in over 240
lob specialties

City of Bowhng Green. Bowling Green. KY - Table #13
Job Description Police Officer, Seasonal Positions, other general positions.

Central Kentucky Job Center. Richmond. KY - Table #52
Job Description State employment agency provides screening and referral
service for various employers in the area

Navy Officer Programs, Lomsvtle. KY - Table #33
Job Description Nuclear Aviation Intelligence. Cryptology. Supply, Special
Warfare. Civil Engineer, and any and el medical fields

RETAIL
Mary Kay. Ire , Richmond. KY - Table #14
Job Description: Mary Kay Independent Beauty Consultants

Environmental Solutions & Innovations. Inc. Cincinnati. OH - Table #49
Job Description Seasonal Field Assistants and Fun Time Botanist.

Sherwin-WiiamB Company, IndtenapoHs. IN - Table #26
Job Description Management Trainee

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Lexington Theological Seminary. Lexington. KY - Table #25
Job Description Promoting graduate school opportunities

Target Corporation, LoursviHe. KY - Table #47
Job Description: Assets Protection Team Leaders

HEALTH/SOCIAL SERVICES
Woodlawn Children's Campus, Dam/Hie. KY - Table #57
Job Descnpbon Mental HeaMh Associate, Residential Care Aid.
Social Security Administration, Lexmgton, KY - Table #9
Job Description. Service Representatives, Claims Representatives.
Youth Villages. Knoxvxle. TN - Table #28
Job Description: Youth Villages Is hiring for several programs tocturJng
home-based counselors, residential counselors and many others For more
information, visit us on the web or contact Stacy Porter at 423-283-6513
HOSPITALITY
The Steak n Shake Company. Indianapolis, IN - Table #27
Job Description Management Development Program, Management
Operations Intern
DoHywood. Pigeon Forge. TN - Table #12
Job Description Summer Jobs
INDUSTRY/MANUFACTURING
Aisin Automotive Casting. London. KY - Table #58
■"* rvwirtmn Fnomeermg. Die Maintenance, and Maintenance
Air Source Technology. Inc.. Lexington. KY - Table #7
Job Description Summer Industrial Hygiene Technicians, teadng to possi-

-dx

Southwestern Company, Nashvitte. TN - Table #35
Job Description: Seeking hard wortdng students wanting to run their own
business
STAFF AGENCY
Manpower of Central KY, Lexington. KY - Table #11
Job Description. Staff various positions in toe following companies: Mfrron.
United LN Glass. St Joseph Hospital. Alltel and many others.
Get the job you want1
EKU's Spring Job Fair w* be held from 11 am. to 3 pm in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom and EKU students and alumni, along with students and
alumni from surroundng universities and colleges, are welcome to attend.
A continually updated list of employers planning to attend the event is available at the EKU Career Services web site, www.career.eku.edu or at the
EKU Cooperative Education web site, www.coop.eku.edu.
Parking win be available in the Ashland parking lot. located across the
Eastern By-Pass from Roy Kidd Stadium. A shuttle service w* provide
lrarKto«ta1ion to and from the Keen Johnson Buik*ng throughout the day of
thejobfafr
f
For more information, please visit the Career Services website at
www career eku edu to learn more about toe upcoming career events,
along with tie assistance that Career Services offers to students and alumni. Feel free to contact our office by phone at 859.622 1568.

Tracy Haney, editor

Accent

► Funny 'Business'
The Studio editor Katie
Weitkanip reviews KKU

Theatre's musical comedy,
"How to Succeed in

Business Without Even
Trying" on B8.

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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[1 in fashion
BY TRACY HANEY

Accent editor

On this very
day 175 years ago,
a man was born
who would later
rock the clothing
industry as we know
it.
His name was Levi
Strauss and without
the blue jeans he
patented along with tailor Jacob Davis on May
20, 1873. we'd all be
wearing khakis or
sweatpants right now.
Just look around. If
you're on campus, you
are probably adrift in a sea
of blue jeans as you read.
No matter your age,
race or gender, blue jeans
are a staple of American culture, but that is not how it's
always been.
According to www.designboom.com, denim was first
worn by cotton plantation
workers in the 18th century
because the material was
strong. It wasn't until after
Strauss and Davis patented their
product in 1873, though —
adding metal rivets to the material — that blue jeans were born.
In the 19th century, gold miners wore the sturdy pants during
the California gold rush.
Jeans became popular western
wear during the 1930s and were
later worn in the 1940s by American
soldiers while off duty in the war.
The pants became a sign of
teenage rebellion in the 1950s, worn
by actor James Dean in "Rebel
Without a Cause," and were even
banned in some schools.
A very different style of jeans came
about in the 1960s and 70s to match the
day's fashion, including embroidered and
painted jeans.
In the 1980s, jeans hit the runway as a
statement of high fashion. Design moguls
began creating their own lines of the product.
The 1990s saw a recession in the jean
market as youths turned more toward
khakis and casual pants. Eleven North
American Levi factories closed during the
period.
Today, according to the Web site, jeans
have been "reinvented" and are back on the
catwalk and even in the home — used as mate-

rial for furnishings
like cushions and
bed spreads.
Coleene Preston,
manager
of
American
Jean
Outlet in Richmond,
said she cannot imagine a time when jeans
won't be around.
"I think jeans will !><•
around from now on."
Preston said. "Jeans are
a way of life. You can
dress them up. you can
dress them down — plus
they're very durable."
Preston said she doesn't think there will ever be
a replacement for jeans
because with jeans "'you eel
a lot of quality and durability
for your money."
Preston also pointed out
jeans don't have to be
pressed or ironed like other
materials and they 111 every
class of people.
"That's what (college kids)
live in is blue jeans." Preston
said.
English major Linda Peterson
is proof.
She said she wears jeans
every day and has about six pairs
in her wardrobe.
"They're comfortable and Ihey
put up with a lot," Peterson said
The senior said she cannot imagine life without blue jeans.
In fact, most people probably
couldn't, making blue jeans what
Preston would call a "multi-billion dollar industry."
Apparel design and merchandising
professor Susan Kipp agreed jeans are
a "significant part of the business.''
"They're classic." Kipp said, adding
although they may conic in different
forms, jeans will always be a part of
American fashion.
But even as a symbol of the country.
America's classic I.evi's can no longer
claim "Made in the I S-A."
The last of its U.S. plants located in San
Antqnio closed in January. The company
now Contracts with manufacturing plants
outside of the United States in order to
become a more competitive force in the big
business market that is blue jeans.
Reach Tra<\ at
tncyjianey5@eku.edu
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TODAY

3:30 p.m.
Dr. Barry Field will present
"Race, Politics and Juvenile
Justice" in the Stratton Building
Room 457.
5:30 p.m.
Dr. Terrence Roberts, one of the
"Little Rock Nine." will speak on
"Lesson in Little Rock" in the
Posey Auditorium of the Stratton
Building.
7 p.m.
Eastern women's basketball will
play Morehead State at the Paul
McBrayer Arena
7:30 p.m.
The Chautauqua lecture series
will present "War & Peace
Reflected in the Arts" in the
O'Donnell Auditorium of the
Student Services Building.
8 p.m.
Eastern Theatre will present
"How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying" in Gifford
Theater in the Campbell Building.
Admission is S6 and the performance will be nightly through the
28th.

FRIDAY
Noon
Eastern women's tennis will play
the University of Dayton at the
(ireg Adams Tennis Center.
2 p.m.
Eastern baseball will play
Chicago Stale at the Turkey
Hughes Field.

Jessica Mullins. editor

SATURDAY

PROGRESS

9 a.m.
Eastern women's tennis will
play Southeast Missouri at the
Greg Adams Tennis Center.

PICK

9 a.m.
A daylong conference will be held
to celebrate "Brown v. Board
Turns Fifty" in the Perkios
Building.

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Jessica
Muffins at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.

Party with the Prez
Sellout crowd flocks to third annual ball
BY

8 p.m.
The Student Activities Council
will sponsor the Third Annual
President's Ball in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom.

MONDAY

What's On Tap Editor
Among the many activities held at our "campus
beautiful" throughout the
year, one of die moat anticipated events for students is
the President's Ball.
This year, the third annual Presidents Ball will begin
at 8 p.m. Saturday in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Sponsored on behalf of
the Student Activities
Council, the ball Is a tradition initially started to honor
the
inauguration
of
Eastern's 10th president,
Joanne Glasser. However,
the ball has continued to be
a celebration each year.
"The President's Ball
started out as an inaugural
celebration but has been
built up and evolved since
then. The president now
looks at the ball as a student
event to have fun," said Tia
Hill, special events chair for
the student activities council
and chair for this year's
President's Ball.
This year the ball is set to
the theme of "Starstruck."
which was given to "evolve
the ball into a more playful
event," according to Hill.

2 p.m.
Eastern baseball will play
Vilcrbo University &i the
Turkey Hughes Field.
7:30 p.m.
Eastern Theatre will hold open
auditions for ils upcoming
show "How the Other Half
Loves" in the Campbell
Building Room 137. Auditions
will also be held tomorrow at
the same time and location.

Progress File Photo

The President's Ball started out as an inaugural celebration. Now in its third year, the ball is an
Eastern tradition celebrated by students and faculty,
Decorations will fit the
theme of the event with
many dark blues and a DJ
from Music In Motion will
be there to play the songs
students will dance to.
Sophomore Crystal Meek
already has her ticket
reserved and is anticipating
the big event.
"I'm looking forward to
it," she said. "All of my
friends went last year and
had an awesome time, so I
decided to go this year."

CHUI*CH DIRE CTORY
vrwadanl 1 itr Ministries

First Baptist Church

Prayer Meeting * Bible Study

l705fcrvineRd

350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.

6:30 p.m.

(classes for all ages ^

Phone: 859^.23-4028

Preschool Children s Youth

nurseries available 1
Phone: 859-625-5366

Sunday School: 9.40 a.m.

Activities 6.30 p.m.

Sunday school: 10 a.m.

Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 am
& 6 p.m.

Sun. Morning Worship: 11 a.m.

Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.

Sun F.vening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.

S.U.B.S -7:30 p.m. at BSt' Center.

Radio Service*. Weekdays al 1:30

Supper and Bible Study

St. Stephen Catholic Newuaaa
Center

pm on WCBR 1110 AM

405 University Dr.
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass- 5 p.m.

Van rides available on or off campus. (Contact church & leave mes-

First Christian Church
Main and Lancaster St.

sage!

Phone: X59-623-4383

Sunday Supper. 6 p.m. (SI .00)
Newman Nighl for all students:
Wed 9 pm.

Freshman
Kelly
Southgate is also anticipating the ball. She has planned
on going even before she
became a student at
Eastern.
"During a campus visit
last year, my orientation
leader mentioned many
events that occur on campus,
including
the
President's Ball. It was on
that day that I said 'Mark my
word, I'll be there,'"
Southgate said.

Admission to the ball is
free to all full-time students.
Any part-time students, faculty, staff or community
members who would also
like to attend must purchase
tickets at $15 per person or
$25 per couple.
There is a maximum of
500 tickets available; however, as of Tuesday, all tickets
have already been reserved.
Reach Jessica at
Jessica _muUins55@eku. edu

TUESDAY
5 p.m.
The Counseling Center will
hold the third session of its
"Success on Exams" scries in
the Student Services Building
Room 567.
6:30 p.m.
Actress Kathryn Woods will
perform a recollection of the
life of Sojourner Truth in
O'Donnell Auditorium in the
Student Services Building.
8 p.m.
The university concert band
will perform a free recital in
Brock Auditorium.

SUBSCRIBE
TO OUR
EMAIL EDITION

Larly Worship 8:40am
B»u HHI Avenue Thriftian
129 Big HillAve.

Church School 9:40 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:40 a.m

St. Thomas Lutheran Church

Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)

EM- Christian Connection

12X5 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254

Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering

(for all students)

Sunday traditional Service- 8:30

machine)
Sunday School: 9-45 a.m.

Tuesday 9 p.m.

a.m.

Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m.

First 1 nitrd Methodist Church

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

Evening Worship: 6 pm

401 V> Main at 1 ancastcr Ave.

a.m.

On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m.

Phone: 859-623-3580

tall the office at one of the numbers listed above tor iransporlation
(o meetings.
Church «f Christ

Sunday morning worship services:
Traditional service: 8:30 a.m.

trinity Church PCA
115 Spangler Dr.

Blended services: 10:45 am.
Sunday school: 9:35 a.m.

(behind Pizza hut off the by-pass)
Richmond. Ky 40475
Worship al 9:50 a.m.
Sunday School ai 11:10 am.

461 Tobiano (in Brooklinc Sub. off

First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSAI

Goggins lame

330 W, Main St

Pastor Curt < iardncr
Phone: 859-624X910

Phone: 859-623-5323

Wcbpagc:wildcaihhic.com users tnntly

West side 1-75)

Sunday: SjJO am.. 10:20 a.m.. 6
p.m.

Sunday School. 9:45 am.

College Bible Study:
Wednesdays. 7 pm.

Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10

a liberal, ethically based religion

Ride 624-22IXor 9X5-1924

a.m.. in the Church Parlor

which encourages the individual

Family Night Supper' (weekly and

pursuit of

free! I Wednesday. 6 p.m., in the
Fellowship Hall.

religious truth outside (he confines
of a particular doctrine. Adult serv-

1 pisi-cipal Church of Our Saviour
2323 levingtonRd. (1 S. 25 N.)
Phone 859-621-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11
am

1 nilurian-l 'nivrrsalist Fellowship

ice, youth program, and preschool
Richmond First Church af the

care- Sunday: 10-45 a.m. at 209

Adult Education- fcJO a.m

Na/nrene
136 Aspen Ave.

St George Street. For more information log on to our website:

First Alliance Church

Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School. 9:45 a.m.

www gciveitics.com madisoiK-iiiiiityuu. or call 622-1901 or 623-8258.

1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9X7X

Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Wrstside Christian Church

Sunday School: 9.10 a.m.

Sunday evening: 6 p.m
Wednesday 7 p.m. — Bible Study.

Sunday Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45

Youth. College & Career. Children s

a in & 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell

Programs

'Arlington)
Mailing address: 1432 Fairlanc Dr

groups: 7:00 p.m.

Richmond Church of Christ

Phone: 859-621-0382
Sunday School: 9;45 a.m.

F.nd of Bcnnington Ct (across from

College age fellowship activities.

713 W Main St.

Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. A 6

Fall and Spring Retreat

Services: Sunday Bible School 9

p.m.

For tree transportation lo Sunday

a.m.: Sunday worship 10 a.m.
Sunday evening 6 p m.

Wednesday Prayer* Bible Study:
7 p.m.

Wednesday Bible School 7 p.m.

Transportation available

service*, coll X59-624-9X7X
First Baptist Church
Corner of Francis & < allius

Colonels For Christ 9 p.m.

Street

Powell Building

300 Francis St.

Phone: 621-8535

Thursday

Robert R. Blythe, Pastor
Phone: 859-624-2045

Krd House Baptist Church

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

2301 Red House Rd.
Adam Doolcy, Pastor

Sunday worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bibte Study: 7p.m
(classes for all ages).
1 >t Inday Prayer Circle: noon
(1 si Friday of each month).

Phone:859-623-8471
College & Career Bible tody

MO am
Sunday Worship:9 15 & 10 46 » m
Sunday School 9:1 S & 10:45 am

'

NOW MORE USEFUL
THAN MILK CRATES!
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Life, work of Dr. Seuss celebrated on campus
Volunteers read to kids
on legend's birthday
BY MEGAN HANSEN

Around & about editor

100 years ago was
born a man.
Of whom everyone is
still a fan.
Seuss was his name.
Rhymes were his game.
He taught us about
sin i tihes ami feet.
Anil showed us that reading
is really neat.
One hundred years after
Ihe birth of Dr. Seuss. students will have the opportunity to celebrate his life and relive part of their childhood.
Tuesday would have
marked Seuss' 100th birthday.
The author died in September

of 1991 at the age of 87.

It has been over 10 years
since Seuss' death, but his
books are jusl as popular now
as they were when he was
alive.
"He probably lives on
because of his appeal to kids,"
said Joshua Blevins. a senior
elementary education teaching major. "The lessons in the
stories can leach everyone
something."
To celebrate Seuss' life,
there will be a special reading
program
Tuesday
and
Thursday in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.
The Office of Voluntcerism,

the Student Government

Association and the Model
I-ab Key Club are sponsoring
the event.
"It's just a fun event." said

Amber Jones, coordinator for
volunteerism in the office of
Student Affairs.
There will be six one-hour
reading sessions over the twoday period. On Tuesday the
sessions will be at 9:30 a.m.,
12:30 p.m. and 2 p.m.
ITiursday the sessions will be
at 9:30 a.m.. 11 a.m. and 2
p.m.
There will be between 200250 local school children participating in the event.
The reading program will
begin with a biography of
Seuss, Jones said. Also the
Cat and the Hat will be there
for the children to meet as
well.
"It's absolutely fun," Jones
said.
After the introduction, the
children will be assigned a
reading partner. These reading partners are faculty, staff
and student volunteers. There
will be either one or two children with each reading volunteer according to Jones.
"You get to relive your own
childhood by reading to these
children," Jones said.
The reading volunteer and
the child will pick their
favorite Seuss book from a
selection and read it together.
"If you are paired with a
third-grader, the third-grader
will read the book," Jones
said. "If you are paired with a
kindcrgartner. you will read
the book to them."
After the book has been
read, there are activity packets to do with the children.

U

He probably
lives on
because of his
appeal to kids.
The lessons in
the stories can
teach
everyone
something.
—Joshua Blevins
Senior elementary education teaching major

»
"There are crosswords.
coloring sheets, puzzles, all
Dr. Seuss of course." Jones
said.
Everyone will come back
together for the end of the
program. The children will
take a pledge to be life-long
readers.
"We hope this instills a
love for reading in the children," Jones said.
If you would like to volunteer to be a reader, you can
either call Jones at 622-2052
or sigh up outside her office
door in the Student Services
Building Room 532 (you have
to enter through Room 540),
"I love Dr. Seuss," Jones
said.

Reach Megan at
meganjiansen I" rkn rilu

Progress Fw Pholo
The Office of Volunteerism. the Student Government'Association and the Model Lab-Key Club will be
sponsoring a special reading program to honor the life and works of Dr Seuss Local elementary school
students will have the opportunity to meet the Cat in the Hat and read their favonte Dr. Seuss book with
a volunteer reader. Dr Seuss would have turned 100 on Tuesday.

Colonel
Baseball
vs. Chicago State
Friday
February 27 th
2:00 pm
vs. Chicago State
Saturday
February 28th
1:00 pm
vs. Chicago State

Sunday
February 29th
1:00 pm

Turkey Hughes Field

EKU Women's
Tennis
vs. Dayton
Friday
February 27th
12:00 pm
vs. Southeast
Missouri St.
Saturday
February 28th

t

.
■

9:00 am
Greg Adams Tennis
Center

+mm
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Balanced attack key to baseball success
Br Tooo PURVIS
Sports editor
After falling one game shy
of being crowned conference
champions last year, head
coach Elvis Dominquez and
the Colonel baseball team
are ready to get back on
the diamond and surpass
last season's success
with hopes of an
OVC title.
"I hope that
our guys remember the success that they
had last year, but they
need to remember what
got
them
there."
Dominquez said. "I'm
excited to start the season
and see how far we've come,
but I hope that we don't rest
on our accolades from last
year and expect things to just
fall in our lap."
The Eastern ball club
finished last year's
season with an overall record of 24-29.
and a conference

mark of 8-11.
"I told our
guys that we
can't sneak up
on people any
more, so I'm
excited to get
the
season

where
we
need to go."
Dominquez
said

Eastern

Chris Clark

2004 Baseball Schedule
Dale

Feb. 25
Feb. 27
Feb. 28
Feb. 29
Mar. 1
Mar. 5
Mar. 6
Mar. 7
Mar. 9-15
Mar. 9
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 11
Mar. 12
Mar. 13
Mar. 14
Mar. 15
Mar. 21
Mar. 23
Mar. 24
Mar. 27
Mar. 28
Mar. :(1
Apr. 3
Apr. 4
Apr. 7
Apr. 9
Apr. 10
Apr. 13
Apr. 14
Apr. 17
Apr. 18
Apr. 20
Apr. 21
Apr. 24
Apr. 25
Apr. 27
Apr. 28
May 1
May 2
May 8
May 9
May 12
May 15
May 16
May 21
May 22
May 26-29
June 4-6
Juno 11-13
June 18-26

Opponent
Time
3 pm
Louisville
Chicago State
2 pm
Chicago State
1 pm
Chicago State
1 pm
Viterbo
2 pm
()akland
2 pm
Oakland (DH)
Noon
Oakland
Noon
Florida All-Star Baseball Challenge
Valparaiso
2:30 pm
St. Honaventure
10:30 am
Northern Illinois
7 pm
Duquesne
3 pm
II'FW
10 am
Bowling Green
10 am
1 Hiquesne
10 am
Vermont
10 am
Western Kentucky
3 pm
2 pm
Cedarville University
Georgetown College
2 pm
Noon
Tennessee Tech (DH)
Tennessee Tech
1 pm
Kentucky
4 pm
Tennessee-Martin (DH)
1 pm
Tennessee-Martin
2 pm
3 pm
Berea College
Noon
Murray State (DH)
Murray State
1 pm
3 pm
Xavier (OH)
3 pm
Marshall
Jacksonville State (DH)
2 pm
2 pm
Jacksonville State
Xavier (OH)
3 pm
Marshall
3 pm
1 pm
Samford (DH)
1 pm
Samford
Kentucky State
3 pm
Louisville
3 pm
2 pm
Southeast Missouri (DH)
Southeast Missouri
2 pm
Eastern Illinois (DH)
1 pm
Eastern Illinois
1 pm
Western Kentucky
3 pm
1 pm
Austin Peay (DH)
1 pm
Austin Peay
Morehead State (DH)
2 pm
1 pm
Morehead State
•
OVC Tournament
TBA
NCAA Regionals
TBA
NCAA Super Regionals
TBA
TBA
College World Series

has hopes of
' m p rovi ng
every
time
they take tInfield".
"My preseason goals are to
get better every
day. I never try to
say we will win a
championship or we will win
20 games, we just want to try
to get better every single
day, as an individual and a
club." Dominquez said.
Last season Eastern was
led by former center fielder
Josh Anderson who had 106
hits and scored 80 runs with
an average of .447. Anderson
was named OVC Player of
the Year last season and was
drafted in the fourth round of
last year's Major League
draft by the Houston Astros.
Along with Anderson's success. Neil Sellers hit .407,
drove in 85 runs and hit 17

home runs last season.
"We lost a great player in
Josh Anderson, and Neil had
a tremendous year for us last
year, so it's going to take
everyone else this year to fill
those shoes." Dominquez
said "Neil is one of the hardest working guys that I've
ever seen."
last season the Colonels
had the majority of their success from their hitting, but
after upgrading their pitching
staff this off-season, they are
looking to get production
from both sides of the ball.
"Last season we were third
in the country in hitting as a
team and finished in the top
It'll in almost every offensive
category, but we just couldn't
pitch it." Dominquez said.
"We went out and concentrated on getting good quality
arms as well as good quality
athletes to come in here and
we feel like we've accomplished that, it's tough to find
pitching, but we feel really
nappy with the guys that are
here."
Since last season F.astern
has added freshman righthanders Chris Grider and
McKcnzie Willoughby and a
junior right-hander Richard
Boothe to their bullpen.
"Chris Grider, McKenzie
8ve"
ortt pTTclfflfl?
fom what they
bring to the''table and their
ability," Dominquez said.
Also leading the way for
the Colonels will be Drew
Reynolds and Chris O'Dell.
"Drew should have an
immediate impact. He will be
our starting shortstop."
Dominquez said. "Chris is
another guy that should have
a big year for us."
This season the Colonels
have loaded up and are looking forward to playing with a
lull roster.
"We have tremendous
depth on this year's team. We
have at least two guys at
every position," Dominquez
said.
In addition to having a
great amount of depth on this
year's team, Dominquez
believes that speed will also
help the Colonels out this
season.
"We have a lot more speed
on this year's team from top
to bottom," Dominquez said.
According to Dominquez,
the Colonels have been working hard in the off-season
and are looking forward to

starting the season.
"Our guys have worked
extremely hard, and that is a
tribute to our upperclassmen." Dominquez said.
"We're starling to get guys in
here that can not only
compete here, but also
at the national level."
This season Eastern
will play 33 games al
home and is looking forward to playing a difficult schedule.
"We try lo play
as many home
games as we
can
Dominquez
said. "It's a
really chal1 e n g i n g
schedule
and
it
should prepare us
for the
OVC
tournament."

Dominquez believes that
this year's team has potential
to have great success if
everything falls into place for
the Colonels.
"On paper I think we're a
little bit better than we
were last year, but that
doesn't translate to
success on the field,"
Dominquez
said.
We've been working really hard,
but we still
have a bunch of
questions that
are
unanswered."

2004 Baseball Colonels
NO. NAME
2 Derrick Bussell
3 Chris Clark
4 Brett Bolger
5 WiUWhisenant
6 Tony Wells
7 GregEstep
8 Aaron Landis
9 Keith Bolger
10 Nick Adams
11 Drew Reynolds
12 Scott Goetz
13 Dan Bachman
14 Aaron Anderkin
15 Chris O'Dell
16 Stephen Carter
17 Sean Ryan
18 Jonathan Woodard
19 Casey Howard
21 AndyPoLrin
22 EricAnthrop
23 Bryan Stevenson
24 Neil Sellers
26 Shawn Flora
27 AdamVisnic
28 NickBarte
29 TJ.Conley
30 Brian Englc
31 Brandon Scott
34 McKenzie Willoughby
35 Chris Grider
36 Greg Harper
37 Richard Boothe

CLASS
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
' So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
ST.

Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

Head Coach: Elvis Dominguez (20)
Assistant Coach: John Corbin (44)
Assistant Coach: Brad Husz (33)
Assistant Coach: John Peterson (39)

Senior pitcher Nick Adams works out in a practice last
week. The Colonels open their home schedule this Friday
against Chicago State at 2 p.m.

POS
OF

c

INF/OF
IB
INF/OF
OF
INF/OF
C
P
SS
RHP
RHP
RHP
INF/OF
OF
C
INF
RHP
LHP
LHP
OF
3B/2B
OF
INF
RHP
3B/1B
RHP
RHP
RHP
RHP
RHP
RHP

m
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Softball team reloads with freshman class
ent that will join a very "We really need these
experienced
softball guys to step up, and I
squad.
think they can do it."
The Lady Colonels
"I am excited about
The 2004 Lady Colonel this team, and it looks like have upgraded their pitchSoftball team is looking to we are going to get every- ing staff by adding three
bounce back from last thing going and be well right-handed hurlers to
year's loss to Tennessee balanced and our fresh- the rotation.
"We have three pitchTech in the finals of the man class is going to conconference tournament tribute right away and we ers that will be getting a
and win an OVC champi- should be conference con- lot of time; that will be
tenders." head coach Jane Kelsey Anderson. Shelby
onship this season.
The Eastern softball Worthington said. "We're Thompson and Kindal
squad started this sea- looking forward to having Kincaid," Worthington
said. "All three of those
son's play Feb. 13 at the a good year."
This season Coach pitchers will receive a lot
Alabama Bash, where
they were 2-1, with Worthington's team will of innings."
Another freshman *vho
their loss coming settle for nothing less
to a nationally than being conference will be an asset to the
squad will be Adriel
ranked champs.
• "Our goal is to win all Foxley.
Alabama team
"Adriel Foxley is a
our
games,"
by a score of of
2-1. Since Worthington said. "We freshman who is fighting
falling
to most definitely want to for a spot at first base, but
Alabama, get back to regionals. and regardless, she will come
The Lady if we win our conference, through on offense and
she will be able to conColonels we can do that."
The Lady Colonels tribute with some home
have
and
RBI's."
posted a added six freshmen runs
Worthington Worthington said.
record whom
According
to
of 3-3 believes will be a major
giving factor in the team's suc- Worthington, The Lady
Colonels will be led by
them a 5-4 record on the cess.
"We're going to need seniors Jen Christiansen,
season.
Since falling short last the freshmen to step up in Diana Barreras and Kelli
season.
The
Lady order for us to do as well Bromley. Last season
Colonels have reloaded as we should do or can Christiansen led the team
with lots of freshmen tal- do," Worthington said. with an average of .323

BY Tooo

Punvts
Sports editor

Diana Barreras

and had a team-high 21
RBI's. Barreras hit .307
last year and was a perfect 17 of 17 in stolen base
attempts, while Bromley
hit .281 with a team high
of 43 hits.
"Not only are we a
good pitching team, but I
think we should be able to
put some runs on the
board. We have one or
two kids that can hit
home runs, and that's
always exciting for our
fans," Worthington said.
"Our biggest strength is
that we are a very wellbalanced team: we have
pitching, offense and
defense."
This season
Worthington's
team will take
on a variety
of teams,
and that creates a very
competitive season.
"We have a
pretty well balanced schedule.
We have some
teams on the
schedule that
are top 20, and
we have some

teams on there thai
we
should
beat,"
Worthington said.
"We play some very
good teams on our sched
ule. and it will be tun see
ing how well we com
pete." she said.
Worthington is very
optimistic about the success of this year's team.
"I think that our team
feels like they can play
with anybody, and by
their language and cmill
deuce on the field, you
can definitely see that,"
Worthington said.

APT

2004 Softball Colonels

Senior third baseman Ashley Totten works out In practice last week. Eastern opens at home March 23 when they host Dayton.

2004 Softball Schedule
Date

Opponent

Feb. 13-15

Alabama Tournament

Feb. 13

Albany (NY)

Feb. 13

Alabama

Site

Time

12 p.m.

Feb. 21-22

W3-2
6:30 p.m.
L2-1
12 p.m.
Lipscomb
Wl-0
6 p.m.
Lipscomb
L3-2
12 p.m.
Albany (NY)
W2-0
Georgia State Tournament

Feb. 21

Georgia Tech

Feb. 14
Feb. 14
Feb. 15

2:30 p.m.

Apr. 3

Jacksonville State (DH)

2 p.m.

Apr. 4

Jacksonville State

2 p.m.

Apr. 6

Tennessee Tech (DH)

3 p.m.

Apr. 9

Samford (DH)

3 p.m.

Apr. 10

Samford

12 p.m.

Apr. 14

Morehead State (DH)

3 p.m.

Apr. 17

Tennessee-Martin (DH)

1 p.m.

Apr. 18

Tennessee-Martin

1 p.m.

Apr. 21

Western Kentucky (DH)

5 p.m.

Apr. 24

Austin Peay (DH)

1 p.m.

Apr. 25

Austin Peay

1 p.m.

Apr. 27

Tennessee Tech Richmond, Ky. 3 p.m.

Apr. 29

Morehead State Morehead, Ky.

4 p.m.

Mar. 7-12

L2-0
4:45 p.m.
W5-2
10 a.m.
Georgia State
L5-1
2:30 p.m.
Tennessee State
W6-2
Kissimmee, Fla. TBA
Rebel Games

Mar. 20-21

Louisville Tournament

TBA

May 1

Southeast Missouri (DH)

2 p.m.

Mar. 23

Dayton (DH)

2 p.m.

May 2

Southeast Missouri

2 p.m.

Mar. 27

Eastern Illinois (DH)

1 p.m.

May8

Tennessee State (DH)

3 p.m.

Mar. 28

Eastern Illinois

1 p.m.

May 9

Tennessee State

1 p.m.

Mar. 31

Kentucky (DH)

3 p.m.

May 13-15

OVC Tournament

Feb. 21
Feb. 22
Feb. 22

Tennessee State

TBA

No. Player

Pos.

Class

1 ErinHartnen

C

So.

2 Kelli Bromley

OF

Sr.

3 Diana Barreras

SS

Sr.

4 AJysha Jones

OF

Jr.

5 Suzie Schaefer

C

Jr.

6 Jackie Hucul

OF

So.

8 Jennifer Norris

IB • Jr.

9 Shelby Thompson

P

Fr.

10

Amber Berthoud

3B

Jr.

12

Beth Conner

P

Jr.

14

Kindal Kincaid

P

Fr.

15

Amy Mayrhofer

2B

Fr.

16

Jennifer Christianser i OF

Sr.

17

Ashley Schenck

P

Jr.

18

Ashley Totten

3B

Sr.

19

Jaclyn Snyder

C/1B

Fr.

20

Kim Kelly

IB

Sr.

24

Kelsey Anderson

P/3B

Fr.

25

Adriel Foxley

IB

Fr.

Head Coach: Jane Worthington
Assistant Coach: Megan Mills

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress

TBA
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Eastern
hosts
Morehead
State

Streak Snapped
Eagles
spoil
5-game
run

BY JILL STINSON

Assistant sports editor

BY TOOO PURVIS

Spoils editor

The Colonels took ili«■
floor Tuesday night in their
final home game "I the regular season in quest of their
sixth consecutive conference
win against the Morehead
siaic Eagles - Ricky Minard,
the OVC's leading scorer
had other plans. The Eagle
guard scored 24 points anil
collected seven rebounds en
route to an 80-71 victory for
Morehead State.
"This game was a huge
game, and it was very disappointing to lose, but the season goes on. and we've still
got a chance to get a home
seed in the conference tournament, so we can't let this
loss get us down." senior
center Jon Bentley said.
Eastern posted a 9-2 run
to start the contest as sophomore guard Matt Wilt
knocked down a three from

the corner and forced the
Eagles to lake a time-out
with 17:28 to play in the first
half.
Six minutes later, freshman forward Julian Mascoll
hit senior center Tim
Volpenhein who turned and
dunked the basketball.
On the ensuing possession. Mascoll managed to
get a steal and lake it coast
to coast for a two-handed
jam that forced Morehead to
lake another time-out with
1 1 minutes left in the first
half as tin Colonels had the
early lead at 21-10.
"We came out hilling
shots and moving the ball,
and after that Morehead
decided to gel into us. ami
we didn't respond to their
defensive pressure." Bentley
said. "They started doubling
the post, and we turned the
ball over a couple limes,
which hurl us early in the
game"
The Eagles then responded with a 14-1 run to give
them their first lead ol the
game. The scoring spun was
capped oil when Josh Reed
nailed a three from the corner with 1:47. forcing
Eastern to lake a time-oul as
Morehead had the 29-26
lead.
later in the first, Will
responded with a pair of
three-pointers thai cut the
Morehead lead to 37-36.

Photos by Nathan Gray/Progress
(Above) Senior center Jon Bentley muscled up a shot over Morehead State guard Ouinton Smith In Tuesday's 80-71 loss. Bentley finished the game with 11 points. (Below) Senior guard Mike Scott defends Eagle guard Ricky Minard in Tuesday night's game. The OVC's
leading scorer had a game-high 24 points and collected seven rebounds Eastern takes on conference front-runner Austin Peay Saturday.

Eagle forward I 'avid Aliu
then sank two free throws with
24.9 seconds let! in the hall and
brought the Morehead lead lo
39-36al the break.
At the 17:34 mark in the second half, Scott picked up his
fourth foul of the game, which
seni him to tin- bench until late
in the half.
The Colonels took Iheir first
second-half lead when junior
guard Ben Rushing hii freshman guard Brandon Moore in
the corner for three with 14:1K.
giving Eastern the 45-44 edge.
Morehead ihen regained the
lead after Ramon Kelly scored a
two, bill Moore answered once
again for the Colonels, Ibis lime
from the oilier comer, while lie
connected on another threepoint attempt, giving Eastern
the 18-46 lead with 13:21.
The Eagles then went on a
12-tl run thai gave them a lead
thej would never lose
Eastern ihen made one more
run when lhey chopped the
Morehead lead lo two points
after a bucket by Bentley that
narrowed the lead lo (>4-t>2 with

3:56 left in the contest
The Eagles then scored a

couple of unanswered baskets
and then began to run out the
clock on Eastern, forcing the
Colonels to foul.
Morehead converted on 10
of Iheir last 12 shots from the
charity stripe, which pushed
the Eagle lead up to 80-69
before Rushing scored on a
layup as time expired, giving
Morehead the 80-71 victory.
"We shouldn't have turned
the ball over as much. I think
the biggest key was us turning the ball over from their
defensive pressure," Bentley
said.
I"he Colonels were led by
the. play of Wilt who scored
22 points, handed out seven
assists and grabbed four
rebounds. Rushing added
with 12 points for Kastern.
Bentley and Haney also finished with double figures, as
Bentley had 11 points, while
Haney had 10 points and a
team high seven rebounds.
"Matt scored because he
had to. but nobody really
played good. We're gonna
learn from this game and use
ii as a stepping stone instead
See HOOPS. B7

The women's basketball
team will hit the hardwood for
their final home game tonight
against OVC rival Morehead
State. Eastern is coming off a
two-game losing streak, but
lhey beat MSC in early
February 74-63. MSI! will be
looking for redemption for the
loss they suffered on their
home court.
Eastern goes into the game
with an 8-6 record in the OVC.
They are currently in fifth
place with the Lady Eagles
only one game back. Kastern is
12-13 on the year; however.
they have been able to excel at
home this season losing only
one conference game in
McBrayer Arena.
The Lady Colonel defense,
which forced 25 turnovers in
their last contest with MSI I.
will be looking to do the same
thing tonight.
"We have to come ready to
play both mentally and physically, or we'll get beat," head
coach Larry Inman said.
Senior Kandi Brown and
freshman Megan (iearhearl
lead the lady Eagles averaging
14.1 points per game. Both
players are in the OVC top-ten
in scoring. They are the toptwo OVC players in free-throw
percentage as well. Gearheart
tossed in 19 points in their last
match-up with Eastern.
Devonda Williams clears the
boards for MSU averaging 8.9
rebounds per game. She
tossed 15 points as well in the
last contest at Morehead.
The lady Eagles are second
in the OVC in blocked shots
and lead the league in offensive rebounds. The Lady
Colonels are set for a tough
match-up.
"It will make their season
worthwhile if they can beat
us," Inman said.
Eastern vs. Eastern
Illinois
The women's basketball
team suffered its second
straight OVC road loss
Saturday when it fell on Senior
Day at Eastern Illinois by a
final score of 66-64. The lady
Colonels fell below the .500
mark to 12-13 and 8-6 in the
OVC.
Eastern had won seven
games against the Panthers,
dating back to a double overtime loss during the 1999-2000
season. EIU shot an unbelievable 71 percent in the first half
and ended the game with 57
percent shooting performance.
The I-ady Colonels shot 46 percent from the field for the
game.
"You can win games if you
keep your opponent below 40
percent from the field." Inman
said.
The Lady Colonels led by
See OVC. B7

Men and Women's tennis sweep weekend
Br BRANDON ROBERTS
Sports writer

The men's and women's tennis teams were in action over
the weekend.
In men's tennis action over

the weekend, the Colonels

Stephen Simounet'Progress
Freshman Lucia Vojtkova returns a shot in this weekend's The Lady
Colonels 5-2 victory over Western Kentucky. Vojtkova was defeated
in singles play by a score of 6-7, 6-4, 6-4 at the number two seed
Vojtkova and Williams were able to pick up the win in doubles play.

improved lo 5-2 on the year with
a promising 7-0 win over
Indiana|x>bs on Friday. The win
was the third straight for the
nuns tennis team
Eastern never losl a set in
their
malch
against
Indianapolis, and all of their
opponents were defeated in two
scis. Eastern's Tom Wospil
deleated Ross Johnson by a
score of f>3, 54 at No. I. No. 2
had Eastern's John Kellert beating Felipe Rojas by a score of 63, i>-i). Mario Simic. Alvin
Cheng, chase Armstrong and
Billy Pfaffinger were also victorious in singles action al No. 4,
No. 5 and No. 6.
Tin- doubles matches were
much oi the same tor Eastern.
The learns of Kellert /Cheng,
Wospil/Pfaffinger
and
Simic/Chris Jacques handled
iheir doubles counterparts from
Indianapolis with ease.

Saturday saw Kastern facing
Western Kentucky University at
the Greg Adams Tennis Center.
Eastern was once again victorious, extending their winning
streak to four straight, and
improving to 6-2 on the year.
Only one Colonel met defeat
in singles play. Wospil, Kellert.
Armstrong, Pfaffinger and
Jacques all claimed wins for

Eastern.
In doubles action, Kastern
once again emerged victorious,
winning all three matches. The
match
thai
pitted
Simic/Armstrong
against
Western's doubles team of
Sbrra/Durham was an Eastern
victory due to injury default.
"Our guys were real businesslike Ibis weekend,'" said
head coach Rob Oerlel. "Our
teams demeanor has improved.
We have that killer instinct that
good teams have."
Tom Wospil has the best
record on the team. He is 7-1 on
i In- year.
"Chase Armstrong was our
MVP ibis weekend. He only lost
2 games in four sets." Oertel
said.
"Our doubles really came

together this weekend after
struggling earlier in the year,"
Oerlel said. "I believe this is a
sign of things to come."
Lady Colonels host
Western
The Kastern Kentucky
University women's tennis team
improved to 5-2 overall this year
with a win Saturday over
Western Kentucky University.
Eastern split the singles
matches 3-3 with wins at No. 3,
No. 4 and No. 5, and losses at
No. 1. No. 2 and No. 6. Eastern
junior lindsay Herrera defeated
Olga Kosaka 6-2, 6-0 to earn
Eastern its first singles victory of
the day. Freshmen Terin Roof
and Tessa Williams also earned
singles victories.
In doubles action, Eastern
took two out of three matches,
giving them the victory in the
match. After losing at No. 1. the
doubles
learns
of
Vojtkova/Williams defeated the
WKU
team
of
Undervonk/Caffey by a score of
8-5 at No. 2. Eastern once again
emerged victorious when the
doubles
tandem
of

Bartsch/Dickhardl

beat

Kosaka/ Rozenthale 8-2.
Home losses to Xavier and
Southern Illinois are the only
marks in the loss column for
coach Rob Oertel and his
women's tennis team.
"The women's win was a
hard fought victory," Oertel
said. "Tessa Williams had the
match clinching victory at No.
5. She (Williams) came through
with a clutch victory, she made
many important strategic
adjustments to win the match."
Herrera and Roof were also
victorious against Western.
"Lindsay Herrera is 5-2 on
the year. She had a convincing
victory at No. 3. She has really
been playing well for us."
Oertel said."Terin Roof worked
on her weaknesses in practice.
Her consistency has really
improved. She has power and is
a really strong player." Oerlel
said of freshman Roof.
The women's tennis team
will return to action al noon
Friday, February 27th when
they host Dayton.
Reach Hriinilmi at
brandimrnberts " i ku iitu

^^^^^^^
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Aussie true court competitor
BY STEPHANIE SCHELL

Staff writer

Stephen Simounet/Progress
Sophomore John Kellert is one of Eastern's lop tennis players. Kellert
was 2-0 in singles play this past weekend.

HOOPS: Men sweep road trip
From Page B6
of sit around and dwell about
it," Bentley said.
In addition to Minard's
game-high 24 points, the
Eagles were also led by center
Chad McKnight. who had 18
points and four rebounds.
Guard Ramon Kelly was two
rebounds shy of a double-double, with 10 points and eight
boards.
"We should have defended
better, we did a decent job on
Minard, but he's always going
lo gel his, but he made some
big shots down Ihe stretch that
helped them pull away,"
Bentley said. "McKnight also
had a big game."
Eastern vs. Eastern
Illinois
The Colonels picked up
their fifth consecutive conference win last Saturday, when
Wilt stepped up and poured in
23 points and handed out six
assists to lead Eastern to victory over Eastern Illinois by a
score of 71-67.
The victory marked the first
lime in the coach Ford era lhal
Eastern, who were coming off a
victory
over
Southeast
Missouri last Thursday nighl,
has swept a road swing. The
Colonels dropped Ihe Indians
by a score of 85-81 in thai
game.
Eastern trailed for the majority of Ihe game, in which they
saw the Panthers push a firsthalf lead up to as many as 11
points until Andy Gobczynski
tipped in a Panther miss, giving
Eastern Illinois a 20-9 lead.
The Colonels fought back
late in the opening hah and narrowed the Eastern Illinois lead
to one after a jumper from
Haney with 1:19 lefl to play,
bringing the score lo 28-27 in
favor of Ihe Panthers.
Eastern Illinois then pushed
their lead back up lo five al the
break, after Josh Gomes sank a
pair of free throws before the
half ended.
The Colonels came out in
the second half and opened
with a seven point run that was
capped off when Will hit Haney
for a jumper and tied the score

at 36 with 15:24 left in the second half.
Eastern Illinois responded
with another scoring spurt in
which Ihey pushed the lead
back up to six points after a
dunk from forward Aaron
Patterson.
The Colonels responded by
cutting ihe lead lo onev after
Rushing knocked down a Ihreepoinler and Witt followed with a
layup with 9:15 left in the contest.
With 8:07 lefl in Ihe final
stanza of play. Benlley hil a
layup lhal gave the Colonels
the 52-50 lead, and they would
never trail again.
Bentley then scored again
with 1:17 lefl in the game, giving Eastern the 66-64 lead.
They were able to hang on lo a
71-67 victory.
In addition to Will's game
high 23 points. Rushing scored
17 points. Haney scored Hi
points and grabbed six
rebounds, while Benlley scored
11 points and collected seven
rebounds for the Colonels.
Leading Ihe way for I he
Panthers, Gomes who scored
20 pojnts and grabbed five
rebounds. Patterson scored \'.)
points and collected nine
rebounds.
Eastern vs. Southeast
Missouri
The Colonels picked up
another win last Thursday
nighl when they traveled to
I ;i|M' Girardeau. Mo., and beat
Ihe Indians of Southeast
Missouri by a score of 85-81.
Eastern trailed in Ihe first
half by seven points, but caught
fire from behind the three-point
arc and took over late in ihe
game.
The Colonels were led by
Win who scored 25 points. 15
of which came from behind the
three point arc. Wilt's play lasl
week earned him Ihe honors of
OVC player of the week.
Rushing added with 23 points
in the Eastern win as he lied a
sdiool record by hilling seven
three-pointers.
Reach Toddat
todd_purvis ltieku.edu

Austin Peay game
precedes Tuesday
OVC play at Eastern
BY TOGO PURVIS

Sports editor
Ihe Colonels return to action
this Saturday, against Austin
Peay before first round OVC action hosted at Eastern Tuesday.
The Governors who have an
unblemished conference record
of 15-0 and are al the top team
in the OVC.
The Governors are coming
into the contest after dropping
Tennessee Tech by a score of
88-64 last Tuesday night
Eastern will take the floor after losing lo Morehead State lasl
Tuesday by a score of 80-71.
which snapped a five-game winning streak for the Colonels.
Austin Peay will be led by a
very balanced attack, where
they are led by Adrian Henning.
who averages 13.7 points and 6.5
boards per contest.
Also leading the way for the
Governors is Anthony Davis
who averages 12.3 points, 4.3 rebounds and 2.3 assists per game.
"Austin Peay has a very balanced offensive attack," senior
center Jon Bentley said. They're
not a really high powered learn,
they're just extremely balanced."

The Colonels will be led by
sophomore guard Matt Wilt
who scores 15 points and hands
out 5.7 assists |XT game. Bentley also leads the Colonels,
where he averages 13.2 points
and six rebounds per game,
while juniors Michael Haney and
Ben Rushing also double figures
in scoring, as Haney averages
11.7 points and <>.(> rebounds and
Rushing averages 1(1 points per
outing.
Last time these Iwo teams
met, Austin Peay squeaked past
the Colonels by a score of 65-59
here in Richmond.
The Governors currently lead
the series between the Iwo
teams by a record of 47-40.
"We need lo move the ball,
kick it into Ihe post and kick it
back oul to our guards if they
double down on us." Bentley
said "We know thai we can play
with these guys."
Following Austin Peay, Eastern will face a yet to be named
opponent at home Tuesday. The
lime has also yet lo be an

nounced
Reach Todd at
todd_pu rvisl@eku. edu

How did one of Eastern's
lop men's tennis players find
his way to the Blucgrass stale?
This might be an easier question to ask if he were from a
surrounding state, or even the
same country as the college
lie chose.
John Kellert may be from
Down Under, but one thing is
certain: his tennis game is not.
"I always wanted to go to
college in the United States,"
Kellert explains in his thick
Australian accent.
But going from the Great
Barrier Reef to rolling hills
and horse races seems
extreme, right?
"Kentucky is about as
extreme as you can get from
Australia," Kellert said. "I
enjoy the Southern hospitality.
The people are nice. I'm from
Sydney - it's more multi-cultural there."
Kellert has been playing

tennis since the age of five,
and he feels he was "destined"
to play tennis. His parents
both played tennis, and that is
what brought them together
as a couple. He claims hi has
always been "very sporty" and
"social". This could explain his
extracurricular activities: he is
a member of Sigma Chi fraternity, he enjoys parlies, running and going to the beach
when in Australia.
Kellert has been with
Eastern's tennis team for two
seasons now. Rob Oertel. head
coach of the men's tennis
team, says Kellert's first season at Eastern was a success.
"John made all-conference
first team last spring in the
OW ," Oertel said. There are
eight schools in the OVC and
approximately (>4 tennis players. Only 12 athletes are
picked for this."
Not only does Kellert
exceed as a singles player, he
also is the No. 1 seed in doubles along with partner Alvin

Cheng. Cheng, the only senior
on the team, i- the team caplain. Although his and
Kellert's relationship is mainly
through tennis, they 'can't gel
away with not being friends."
Cheng said. This is the best
team chemistry in my four
years at Eastern.
"I am very comfortable with
him." Cheng said. "He has
doubles instinct; he's in the
right place at the right time.
Hi's as good in doubles as he
is in singles."
ll would be easy lor a good
athlete to lei the attention go
lo his head, but Oertel thinks
differently,
"He's a humble guy and
(has an) understanding of
where lie's at." Oertel said.
"Hi's handled it well and
hopes lo Improve and grow
more "
Kellert wants to "lead
through tin NCAA, have a
winning season, win the conference, and be top player in

the conference."

Oertel even has his own
goals set for Kellert.
"Every team must have a
stand-out player." he said.
For a team to have a good
conference chance, their is
usually a dominant player.
"A nationally ranked individual could help." Oerlel said.
Anything is possible.
Eastern proved this when the
men's tennis team beat Xavier.
Oertel has been with Eastern
for three years, and he said
they had not beaten Xavier in
that.
"There are bigger ones to
come in the next two months."
Oertel exclaims. "Xavier is a
stepping stone to good teams.
This is a great indicator of the
growth of Eastern's progress."
Keller! and his learn play
three matches a week, alternating Ihe weeks with the
women's team.
Reach Stephanie at
Stephanie _schellUeku.edu

Golf team takes
second in opener
'

BY JILL STINSON

Assistant sports editor
'Ihe men's golf team kicked
off their spring season when
Ihey
traveled
south
to
Birmingham. Ala., on Monday
and Tuesday for the Samford
Invitational. The Colonels got
their season underway Monday,
iuul their debut was a successful
one with Eastern standing second after 27 holes of play, the
same place Ihey would be at the
tournament's end. The tournament look place at the 6.970-yard
Farm Links course south of

Birmingham.
"I was pleased with our performance," head coach Pat

Stephens said.
The men hit rounds of 289
and 151 to score 440 for the first
day ot play, putting them two
shots behind leader Tennessee
State. The second round ol the
event was scheduled for 18
holes, bul the tear of rain caused
it to be cut to nine holes. It left
the tournament a 45-hole aitair.
Patrick Williams and Josh
Crutcher led the way for the
Colonels as the pair completed
Monday's play tied for second
place at 108 strokes. Crutcher
blistered the course for a 4under-68 in the opening round
and followed with a 4-over-par
score of 40 in the second.
Williams shot rounds of 70
and 38 to lie his teammate. Both
men started Tuesday's third
round one shot behind leader

Robert Dinwiddie of Tennessee
State.

Drew Alexander finished the
day lied for fifth with rounds ol
75 and 35 for a total of IK). Tyler
Cain completed the day's action
tied for 27th place with scores ol
76 and 41. while Brandon Brown
completed the Colonels' storing
effort posting an 80 and 38 for a
total of 118 and a tie for 30th.
Robbie Baldwin, who played

Individually, posted scores of 84
and 38.
The second day of play for
the nun was even better however, ihey couldn't overcome the
remarkable play of OVC opponent Tennessee Mate. Hie team
finished day two with a 287 total.
nine strokes behind champion
TSU.
Williams once again led the
charge for Eastern posting a
third round score of twounder
par 70. Iliis was good enough to
give him second place in Ihe
tournament
Crutcher wasn't Ear behind as
he signed onto an even par-72.
He was followed by Brown who
also shot a 72. Alexander and
Cain both posted 73'son the day
while Baldwin finished the third
round with a 75.
"I could have never imagined
of shooting stores like this and
losing." Stephens said.
According to Stephens, the
team is right on pace.
"All five guys played well, and

consistency is « here It's at,"
Stephens said,
Reach Jill at
jill_sti)is(iii 7 " eku. edu

Nathan Gray/Progress
Eastern Men's golf team member Tyler Cain works on his
putting in last week's practice Cain finished this past weekend's tournament tied lor 27th place with scores of 76 and 41
Eastern took second place in their opening tournament of Ihe
season

Softball team splits weekend at 2-2
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Sports Writer
The Eastern Kentucky
University softbaD team traveled
to Atlanta, (la., this past weekend to compete in the Panther
Invitational tournament hosted
by Georgia State University. The
Lady Colonels return to
Richmond after going 2-2 in the
tournament, and a 5-4 overall
record for the season.
Eastern lost their opening
game of (he tournament to
Georgia Tech by a score ol 2-0.
Eastern left three runners in
scoring position against the
YeDowjackets
Eastern rebounded in the
second game ot the day with a
victory over OVC
rival
Tennessee State. Eastern overcame a 2-1 TSU lead in the DOt
torn of the third inning to lake a
lead Ihey would never relinquish, ending the game with a &■

2 victory.
In the final day of action

a

We have some
good hitters on
our team, and
we are outpitching our
opponents.

—Jane Worthington
Head soflball coach

yy
Sunday, the Colonels once again
went 1-1. Another victory over
Tennessee State came bj a score
ol l>-2 before they lost to host

Georgia State bj a score 5-1.
Freshman Kelsey Anderson
and senior Kelli Bromley each
went 3-foi ;', in Sunday's loss to
Georgia State.

In the second game Sunday.
Eastern once again emerged vie
tonniis over I SI by a score oi <>2. \ two-run singk" to lefl Geld by
junior Amber lierthoud gm e
1 astern an earl) 2-t) \<M\. The
next lour runs for the Colonels
all came in the bottom of the
sixth inning. Berthoud was l-for2 from the plate with two KBI's.
and Anderson contributed two
hits urn oi four plate appearances.
"We didn't pl.iv ,is well this
weekend as we did lasl *e« k
end.' coach Jane Worthington
said "We have some tough
teams on die sclieduh We hope
that will help us when conference plaj stai Is and help us finish on lop"
Eastern lias lost to some very
tough teams: Georgia lech.
Georgia State. I.ipsconib. and
the nation's No i> ham.
Alabama
'( )in seniors will be solid,
and out freshman should be
solid once the\ get a few games

under their belt." Worthington
said. "We have some good hitlers on our team, and we are outpitching our opponents."
Eastern is out-hitting their
opponent's .264 to .195 this year,
loo. Senior shortstop Diana
Barreras is batting .360 with a
home run and several stolen
bases, while senior outfielder
Kelli Bromley is batting .321 on
the sear
"We make some untimely
errors. We need lo be more con
sistenl throughout the entire
game ii we are going to win day
in and day out." Worthington
Said "Jacksonville Stale is going
to be a tough opponent
Tennessee Tech is the defending
OVC champ, and we were
picked to finish third. I feel this
is the strongest the I >YC softball
has been in history."

Reach lt>andim at
hrandon mbirtstieku.edu

OVC: Lady Colonels look to snap two-game skid
From I'iige Bti
two, 16-14, after a jumper by
Tamika Bowers with 13:33 to
play in the opening half, but
that lead quickly evaporated as
EIU went on top 19-18 with
9:37 remaining. I he Panthers
built their lead to as many as
six. bul Ihe Lady Colonels
were able to answer with a 105 run. capped by a Candis
Cook basket with 58 seconds
lefl to cut the EIU lead to one.
A foul in the final seconds put
EIU on ihe line where Ihey
sank both attempts to take a
35-32 Panther lead to the locker room.
The lately Panthers continued to build on its lead in the
second half, opening Ihe set
with a 9-2 run to lake its push

its lead lo Id points. But
Eastern wouldn't concede and
made another run. led by I'am
Garrett, Katie Kelt) and
Miranda l'.ckerle. oulscoring
EIU 18-8 over the next seven
minutes to tie the game at 5252.
The score was tied again al
(i4-t>4 with 45 seconds to go
when sophomore point guard
Laura Shellon sank a tin ee
pointer. The clock licked down
to 18 seconds when (iarrett
fouled in the open court and
put KIU the line where Ihey
sank both shots to give III a
two-poinl edge with 18 ticks to
go The lady Colonels got a
good look al the basket, but
Candis look's three-pointer
with eight seconds left

AMOMMili

bounced ol I the rim and I II
held on for the win.
(iarrett led. the Lady
Colonels with "18 points and
sewn rebounds, followed by
Li kerle wit Ii 12 points and
three boards
"We are fouling way too
much. Inni,in said. We have to
move our feel and play good
defense without fouling."
Kastern vs. Southeast
Missouri
The basketball team had its
season high tour game win
ning streak snapped last
Thin sda> with an 88-78 loss at
the hands ol Southeast

Conference,
while
the
Otahkians move to 14-1(1 over
all and i»-4 in league play.
Kelly led the Lady Colonels
with 17 points and six
rebounds. McCluney added a
career-high ll points, to go
along with three steals and
two assists. Eckerle and
( andis Cook each added eight
points, while freshman Fatai
Mala api'api added to her sinVile season record with two
blocks, giving her 39 on the
year, she also chipped in with
four points and four rebounds
in the game.

Missouri. t"he Lady Colonels
even their record at 12-12 and
fall to 8-5 In the Ohio Valley

■■mi

Reach Jill at
jill_stinson 7tieku.edu
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The Studio

Goodbye 'Sex,' see you
in Blockbuster DVD section
In the

Qound
OBooth
with Katie
Weitkamp
Sunday some of
us said goodbye to the four fearlt-ss
females: Carrie. Charlotte. Miranda
and Samantha. I. however, was not
allowed to watch the final episode,
and not just because the dorms
don't (?et HBO
When I went home for
Christmas my freshman year, a
friend called me and asked me to
come over to watch this "Sex & the
City" show. I figured it would be an
excuse to see some friends I hadn't
seen since summer, so I went.
All of us fell in love, and not only
with
the gooey brownies.
Cincinnati chili dip and cookies
provided by the hostess.
"I am so Carrie. Oh my god!
You're so Miranda." and other
equally intelligent statements were
made that night. And to tell you the

Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Play's 'Business' is humor

truth, at first I didn't even really
like the show. But when it became
an excuse to get together with old
friends, it grew on me.
As each new season came out on
DVD. I could count on an e-mail
invitation — and I didn't dare miss
one showing. I mean I was the one
who had to say Big was a jerk. Also
il was my job to point out when
Carrie went for a photo shoot she
used a new iBook to pose, but kept
her old I'owerBook for work.
These sort of practical things needed to be pointed out.
Some nights we would watch
practically an entire season, only
taking breaks for more tortilla
chips and pink drinks.
So while everyone is mourning
the loss of a show depicting four
women who are bold enough to
give blow jobs and talk about vaginas in front of babies, I'm patiently
waiting for a new season to connout so I can enjoy the company of
some other strong women I know.

Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkamiieku.edu
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The sound of music
High school students from Kentucky, Ohio and Tennessee came to
Eastern's campus for an honors band concert Saturday.

BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Clifford Theatre should be packed
for the next couple of days. Last night
"How to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying." a production of
Eastern's theatre department, opened.
Directed by Homer Tracy, this
musical is hilarious. It is set in
the 1960s and
makes fun of big
corporations, what
you need to do to
get ahead in them
and relationships
that evolve in and
because of them.
The standout
performance is
given by Wes
Nelson, who plays
Bud
Frump.
nephew of the company president. J.B.
Biggley (Mark Smith). Nelson is a
standout in "Coffee Break." His performance captures the whiny boss'
nephew without overkill. His schemes
backfire and his reactions are priceless.
Also. Nathan Henegar plays the
lead. J. Pierrepont Finch. He gives
smiling asides to the audience after his
plan from following his book on how to
succeed in business come to fruition.
One big asset of the play is a live
orchestra. Under the direction of
Patrick Newell, assistant professor at
Eastern, the students and faculty
orchestra takes the play to a whole
new level.
One scene when the play utilizes
the live music is when Hedy I aRue
(Anna Clayton) walks across the stage,
I .aKue is a sexpot brought in as a "family friend" by Biggley.
Smith also does a great job with his
character, who may be head of the
company, but is easily fooled by a mailroom worker to eventually promote
him up to vice president of advertising.
The main characters are supported
with a chorus of men and women who
make the dance sketches in the play
work.
But of course a little office romance
heats up the set. too. Rosemary
(Michelle I.. Turk) has her heart set
on winning over Finch from the
moment she sees him. Turk does an

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Nathan Henegar and Michelle L. Turk play love interests in EKU Theatre's
production of "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying."

excellent job of playing the sweet coworker scheming into Finch's heart.
Luckily the play does not dwell too
heavily on this subject and allows for
funnier situations to shine.
Acoustics in Gifford highlight the
sound of the orchestra, and there artonly a few quick set changes, allowing the play to keep up momentum.
The play is about two and a half
hours long, but you won't notice the
length.
The show runs through Saturday.
All showings start at 8 p.m. and the

cost is $8 for adults and 86 for students.
I give "How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying" four and a half
palettes for showcasing some of
Eastern's finest and funniest talents.

**•**<
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam@eku. edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey ...
HELP
WANTED
Help Wanted : Now
accepting applications for cooks,
servers, hostesses &
bartenders. Apply in
person @ Madison
Gardens.
Help
Wanted
Bartender trainees
needed, $250 a day
potential Local positions
1 -800-2933985 ext- 283.
Help Wanted: Now
hiring Clerks parttime second shift.
Apply in person.
Dairy Mart 946 commercial Dr. Southern
Hills Plaza 6241342.
HELP WANTED: Do
you need an extra
$100. $200 or more?
Local Independent
Beauty Consulant
looking for assistance with orders.
Call (859) 979-3843
cell.
Wanted: Models tor
Spring Break swimsuit
calendar
wwwclassmateusa.com or call
624-2727.

FOB

SALE

Clean hide-a-bed,
double fouton, coffee table, lamps.
Near campus call
625-9043
For Sals: Spring
Break
Fllorida
Vacation
student
cant take this vacation up to 4 people
can go on this trip.
Student can't go
and needs to sell
ASAP! Please call

626-8221
6145.

or 248-

FOR RENT
Rooms for Rent:
Lancaster Ave apts.
1 block from eku.
Students
leases
available spacious
1.2,3,4 4 Bedroom
Townhouses up to 3
baths w/d hook up
w/ covered decks. All
utilities pd. 6525757.
Roomate Wanted:
Female roommate
needed
$2l7/mo.
No smoking or pets.
Call 625-1325.
FOR RENT: Newly
renovated house. 3
bedrooms, central
air, dishwasher. 134
Short St. Call for
appointment
6240266. Section 8
accepted.
Roomate Needed:
Will have own bedroom, own living
room, and own bathroom all utilities
included
(
excl
phone and cable)
275.00 a month(
male or female may
apply). If interested
callJason 626-1367.

FREEPIES

Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder lenght or longer).
Sponsored by Locks
of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon. 626-5005

MISC.
Spring
Breakl
Bahamas
Spring
Break Party Cruise 5
days from $279.
Party with real world

pans celebrites at
Exclusive cast parties Great Beaches
4 Nightlife including
meals,
port/hotel
Taxes! 1-800-6786
3
8
6
www. SpringBreakTr
avel.com.
SPRING BREAKI
Spring
Break
Panama City $199. 7
nights. 6 free parties,
free cover charge 4
Drinks. 5 day spring
Break
Bahamas
Cruise
S279
Cancun, Jamaica,
Nassau
$529
Daytona$159
www.SpringBreakTr
avel.com
1-800-678-6386.
SPRING
BREAK
2004: Travel with
STS, America's #1
Student
Tour
Operator
to
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Biggest
Parties. Best clubs
call for group discounts Information
Reservations 1-800648-4849
or
www.ststravel.com.
SPRING BREAK:
Spring
Break
Daytona
best
oceanfront hotels,
lowest prices 800881-9173. wwwdaytonawelcome
cemter.com
BIGGEST SPRING
BREAK
PARTY:
Cruise with 100s ot
students on the
largest 4 wildest student party cruise.
Spend 5 days in the
Bahamas from $279
Includes
most
meals, free parties,
port taxes. Ethics
award winning com-

p
a
n
y
!
www SpringBreakTr
ayel.com 1-800-678-

Pets and Supplies

6386
SPRING BREAK:
Join Real World's
Cast Members On
The Spring Break
Bahamas
Party
Cruise! 5 days from
$299. Party with
Ace. Mallory, Steven
4 Tnshelle includes
meals, port hotel
taxes
Exclusive
Parties with Cast
Members
1-8006 7 8-6386
Springbreak
Travel.com.
SPRING BREAK:
Beach and Ski Trips
on sale now! Call 1800-SUNCHASE
today!
or visit
wwvvSugchase.corp

Robyne's
Dog Grooming
Kingston area.
17 yrs exp.
For an appointment

Call 859-986-17201
FREE PUPPIES to good

homes 6 weeks old
Call 985-7348

Motorcycles and
Scooters
1982 Yamaha 750 CC

$600
624-0072

Musical
Merchandise
Thomas Organ Electric
Double keyboard Best

Health & Beauty
HEALTHCARE FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY $89 95
monthly No age restrictions includes denial.
Vision, pre-existing conditions accepted, unlimited
usage. 800.000 doctors
800-832-9542
Limited Time Otter

MEDICARE DIABETESFree Meter! No Cost Diabetes Supplies1 Join Diabetes Care Club FREE
membership FREE Home
Delivery 1-800-287-1737.
Quality now'

NEED AFFORDABLE
HEALTHCARE'
$59 87/mo per family No
limitations' All Pre-Exisling
conditions OK
CALL UNITED FAMILY"
1-800-235-9209 Ext
1057

CE06620

Hall's On The River
Now accepting applications tor the following
Positions. Servers
Apply in person at:
1225 Athens-Boonesboro
Road (859) 527-6620

Sales Reps Wanted No
experience necessary
Must have basic computer
skills Health benefits

606-677-9272
Automotive Experienced
Working Manager and
Exhaust System Pro.
859-623-8552
Leave message

Days Inn South is hiring
tor 2nd shift Front Desk
Clerk. Apply in person.
Athens-Boonesboro Rd
O I-75. exit 104.
Mortgage Express
is looking for loan officers.
Commission pay No
experience necessary

Seeking Part -Time
Medical Receptionist
lor busy family practice
Please send resumes to
Human Resource*
P.O. Box 2168
Richmond. KY 40476

Laborers Needed Local
work. F/T Starting pay
$10 /hr Benefits pkg
Send resume to
PO Box !556
Richmond. KY 40476

Looking tor PT
Secretarial/
Sales Coordinator 20 25
hrs /wk prefer T W. Th
& every other Saturday

623-6965
bet 10am - 4pm

Electrician's
Helper needed
FULL TIME WORK
582-6431 or 623-5202

Houses For Rent
3 Bedroom. 1 Balh House
No Pets $485 /month •>
Deposit. Kingston area
985-0477
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
$700 mo $200 Deposit
302 Fifth Street
800-240-7009

Berea-3 bedroom. 1 bath.
app. air, garage. $525.
$550, $600. No Pets

986-4757

608-679-5626

otler. 859-734-7557
or 606-593-7829

Help Wanted

NOW HIRING
Auto Mechanic
lull time Call 625-1426
tor Interview

We need Employee/
Driver/ Yard person
Must apply in person at
Home Lumber Company
607 N 3rd St.. Richmond

Fire Your Landlord!!'
$$$0 DOWN HOMES!
No rent! Tax Repos &
Bankruptcies! No Credit
OK1 $0 to low down! For
listings 1-800-501-1777
Ext 8351

Now Hiring CDL Drivers
Benefits competitive wages Apply in person.
Robinson Turley. 620 N
2nd Street No Calls

Newly Renovated House
3 Bedrooms. Central Air,
Dishwasher 134 Short St
For Appointment 624-0266

MYSTERY SHOPPERS
NEEDED' Earn While You
Shop1 Call Now Toll Free
1 -800-467-4422
Ext 13134

NO RENT' $0 Down
Homes! Gov't & Bank Repos' No Credit OK $0 to
Low Down. For listings.
can 1-800-501-1777
Ext. 9821

Needed Part lime
Physical Therapist lor a
new office. Fax* Resume
to 859-626-8832

Hmes Motel Weekly $120
Monthly $370 No deposit
Cable, refrigerator, laundry

Little Caesar's now hmng
Inside Personnel. Apply in
person, oft EKU By-Pass.
No phone calls please

248-9536 or 623-0743

KOOMS For Kent »kl>.
Dally. Monthly Apt* & Efficlenctei SprtnMrr SYMUII
1.1.ml.,n Hold I,.' M '.' I

Help Wanted
Outdoor Careers
■Hiring Field Crew
Foremen
•Benefits/ Co. Truck
/Bonuses
•Tough Job - Great
Company
Must enioy physical outdoor work, possess strong
leadership skills, have a
good dnving record, and
be flexible to travel to
various work locations
primarily in Kentucky and

Tennessee
Osmose, Inc.
Call Toll Free for
information
1-877-876-6731
EOE M/F/D7V
www.osmosa.com
Adjunct Faculty
- Medical
National College of
Business & Technology
Medical
Professional
needed to teach specialtzed course work in a
CAAHEP accredited Medical Assisting Program
Classes include, lecture
and lab in the areas ot hemodynamics. urodynamics, anatomy, and medical
terminology CMA. MLT.
and MT or equivalent required Applications my be
picked up at our
Richmond Campus at
139 S. Killarney Lane
Please bring Resume

Adjunct Faculty Medical Coding
National College ot
Business & Technology
Medical Professional
Needed to teach specialized course work in Medical Coding Program
Classes include, lecture
and lab Certified Medical
Coders or equivalent work
experience required
Applications may be picked up
at our Richmond Campus
at 139 S Killarney Lane
Please Bring resume.

Stylists
Nationally recognized
SmartStyle Family Hair
Salon, in Wal-Mart Super
Center. Seeks licensed
stylists Besides guaranteed wage and great
Commissions, get paid
vacations, hearth plan.
Free supplies, free education, advancement Opportunities, prizes and trips

A more.
1 888-888-7778. ext 1228
See our website at

Administrative Assistant
needed for a fast paced
professional office Must
be proficient in Microsoft
Office. Sand Resume in
confidence to
Administrative Assistant,
PO. Box 38,
Richmond, Ky
40476-0038

HJontmuous care
positions for
iHospIca Cars Plus
Requires: 1 year expert-]
Bnce 4 LPN License. Tc
work 10 hour shifts, flexi
jle schedule (days, eves)
& nights available) To
apply Send resume to:
HCP, 208 Kidd Drive.
Berea. Ky 40403 or
Call 1-800-235-6782.
or 606-484-9775.
E.O.E.
/ct

Local Law Firm seeking
Legal Secretary/Paralegal
Full time employment wrth
benefits Pay based on
experience. Prefer
experience in Workers'

Compensation
Call (859) 625-5900 or
Fax resume to

(859)624-8951

HELP WANTED
Job openings in retail
sales, landscaping &
nursery. Must be able to
lilt 100 lbs No phone
calls Apply in person at
Hillcresl Nursery
998 Red House Rd
Richmond. KY 40475

